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This study attempts to improve the trailing edge protection of a turbine vane by

incorporating two concepts from the literature. These two concepts are optimized near
wall cooling passages and a triple-impingement configuration in the vane trailing edge.
Finally this study explores a CFD conjugate analysis based on the Shear Stress Transport
k-ω turbulence model. The overall goal is to produce a more effective cooling
configuration by studying the effects of the flow and heat transfer of the dual
configuration, while keeping the integrity of the turbine vane. Star-CCM+ was utilized to
carry out the computational data on a 3-D model of the NASA C3X turbine vane. The
analysis compared the temperature and the overall heat transfer coefficient to several data
sets from the literature at the vane mid span with a heavy emphasis on the trailing edge
portion of turbine vane. Results are generated to show the nature of the flow induced by
the coupled system and the thermomechanical performance and the efficiency of the
turbine vane. The triple impingement configuration displayed a cooler average
temperature distribution of 18.8% than the original NASA C3X vane and a slightly cooler
temperature of 2.2% than the original micro-cooling configuration from the literature.
Strictly the back 1/3rd of the vane for the triple impingement configuration produced a

xiv
2.8%-3.3% cooler average temperature than the original micro-cooling configuration and
a 14.7%-18.95% cooler vane than the original NASA C3X vane. The results have the
likely hood to produce a tremendous cost savings for an industry utilizing cooling
configurations

for

turbine

application.

1
1. Introduction
In today’s gas turbines, the temperatures significantly exceed most materials
allowable temperatures of operation. The overall concern is the efficiency of the turbine
system as a whole. In order to achieve the necessary temperatures and efficiencies to
maintain the integrity, turbine blade cooling is implemented. However with the addition
of cooling the difficulties lie in cooling the edges of the turbine blade. The coolant must
be effective, satisfying the temperature deemed operable in a turbine, and efficient,
utilizing minimal coolant. The edges most often focused on are the leading and the
trailing edges of the airfoil, the tip, and the end walls of the turbine. To accomplish the
desired increase of temperature in a turbine to produce the most desirable turbine system,
the temperature and stress of the blade need to be taken into account simultaneously
(Wang, 2015). One way to incorporate these new challenges can be seen by numerous
cooling configurations, optimization methods, and extensive conjugate heat transfer
(CHT) analyses that have been implemented to test the overall cooling capabilities of
heat transfer in turbine blades (Wang, 2015). The overall need of cooling of the turbine
region is displayed by the direct forms of cooling techniques utilized in industry such as,
impingement cooling, pin-fin cooling, film cooling, and transpiration cooling
configurations. These particular cooling configurations have made drastic changes and
extreme impacts on the performance capabilities of turbine engines allowing for the
turbine inlet temperatures to be pushed higher than material limits.

2
1.1. Brayton Cycle
The performance capabilities of the turbine engine can be seen in the Brayton
Cycle as an ideal isentropic thermodynamic process. Figure 1 is a simple schematic of the
Brayton Cycle, the P-V diagram, and the T-S diagram of the isentropic process. The
cycle can be seen by the adiabatic process , 1-2, or compression of the air in the system.

Figure 1: Real World Example of Brayton Cycle and Ideal Isentropic Thermodynamic diagrams. (Brayton Cycle)

Followed by the combustion, 2-3, which is heat addition. Then another adiabatic proess
of expansion, 3-4, through the trubine producing a work output. Fainlly through isobaric
heat extratctrion, 4, as the exhaust gases exit the cycle (Brayton Cycle).
Even with the Brayton Cycle’s beneficial past and future within the gas turbine
industry it still has some performance inefficiencies, such as output losses, adverse
conditions, patristic losses, mechanical efficiency, and compressor fouling (Brayton
Cycle). An estimated 70 to 80% of all gas turbine performance losses due to fouling have
been accumulated during operation (Mehyer-Homji, 2004). Fouling can cause deposits
on blades and even move the compressor surge line closer to operating conditions, more
on fouling can be found by the author published in 1992. According to the author these
particular losses directly affect the airflow, pressure ratio, compressor efficiency, and
untimely affect the power output and thermal efficiency. The net work,

net,

is shown
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by subtracting the work from the compressor,

comp,

from the work of the turbine,

turb.

The net work produced by the Ideal Brayton Cycle can be seen in Eq. (1):
=

−

(

→

−

)−

(

−

)

(1)

Where Cp is the specific heat of the gas and Tx represents the temperatures at the various
stations along the Brayton Cycle (Boles). One important parameter that is usually studied
throughout experiments is the total pressure drop across a stage. This total pressure drop
allows for the stage efficiency to be calculated. With a better stage efficiency across the
turbine vane a boost in overall system efficiency can be obtained. The ideal
thermodynamic efficiency, ηth, is represented in Eq. (2):
= 1−

(2)

Where γ is the specific heat of the gas and rp is the pressure ratio (p2/p1)
representing the corresponding stations within the Brayton Cycle (Cohen, 1987). It is
evident that Eq. (2) displays that an increase in the compressor pressure ratio increases
the thermal efficiency of the cycle. However to see the direct effects of the turbine and
compressor the total efficiency of the cycle can be calculated. The real cycle efficiency
takes into account the effects of the compress, ƞc, the efficiency of the turbine, ƞt, the
firing temperature, Tf, and ambient temperature of the turbine, Tamb and can be seen in
Eq. (3) (Boyce,1982):

ƞ

⎛
=⎜
⎜
⎝

ƞ

⎞
⎟
⎟ (ƞ )

ƞ

ƞ

(3)

⎠

Boosting the overall efficiency of the cycle increases the pressure ratio of a
cycle, having a greater impact on the temperature of the core mass flow rate that the
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turbine sees exiting the combustion chamber. This can be shown in Fig. 2 below that
displays how the overall pressure ratio relates to the engines produced over a span of 40
years.

Figure 2: 40 years of Jet engine Designs compared to Overall Pressure ratio of the engine (Janes Aero-engines 1998
ref. (Gunston, 2001))

The compressor ratio and the ratio of the turbine to compressor inlet
temperatures become the utmost important design parameters in gas turbine work
(Potter, 1972). The temperature exiting the combustion chamber can’t exceed the
metallurgical limits of the turbine or catastrophic failure can occur. Multiple avenues
have been explored to try and produce a better ideal pressure ratio without exceeding the
turbine material temperature limits. Some of these have been intercooling, reheating the
flow, the regenerative cycle, and increasing the pressure ratio. The desired effect of
utilizing intercooling and reheating is to increase the power of the system as a whole.
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Intercooling allows for the compressor to be separated into multiple stages with
intercooling acting in between the stages. This introduces two or more adiabatic
processes with intercooling and an increase in the next work of the cycle without an
increase in the turbine work (Boyce, 1994). The author then introduces reheating the
cycle, which results in increasing the turbine work without changing the compressor
work or turbine inlet temperature (TIT). This is the idea of splitting the turbine into
multi-stages with constant pressure heating before each expansion. The author implies
that if both intercooling and reheating is applied to the system the adiabatic thermal
efficiency, represented by Eq. (2), is lowered while the work output is increased.
To improve the efficiency of the Brayton cycle both increasing the pressure ratio
of the compressor and the regenerative cycle are utilized. Increasing the pressure ratio
has some major draw backs such as more leakage flow, an increase in compressor exit
temperature, and a drop of compressor efficiency (Boyce, 2000). The author states that
increasing the compressor exit temperatures increases the TIT. Thus the implantation of
turbine cooling is taken into account to mitigate the TIT while maintaining a high
compressor pressure ratio. Finally the prominent method today, is utilizing the
regenerative cycle, which helps reduced the amount of fuel needed for the engine to
operate (Chodkiewicz, 2000). The author explains that the regenerative cycle uses a
regenerator which utilizes the hot turbine exhaust gases to preheat the air between the
compressor and the combustion chamber. This increases the air temperature entering the
burner and reduces the overall fuel-to-air ratio needed to obtain combustion. The author
summarizes that the maximum thermal efficiency for the regenerative cycle occurs at
lower pressure ratios than that of the simple cycle.
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The total to total turbine efficiency, ηtt, allows for the exhaust kinetic energy to be
considered in the efficiency calculation since the exhaust gases are intended to emerge at
high velocities for turbojets (Hill, 1965). This higher turbine stage efficiency starts to
mitigate compressor performance inefficiencies. The Author states these compressor
inefficiencies can directly affect kinetic energy in the exhaust of an individual cycle
produces while a turbojet is operational. This shaft power, kinetic energy, produced is
based off a coupled system with the amount of work a turbine stage can produce over a
single stage or a multistage turbine. Outlined by the author the amount of work, wt, can
be calculated from corresponding inlet and outlet conditions and be written utilizing ηtt.
In this thesis, a 3-D model of the NASA C3X turbine vane has been developed to
implement and establish a combined cooling configuration. This thesis also utilizes a
conjugate heat transfer analyses in a turbine vane to increase the efficiency of the turbine
stage and the overall efficiency for a turbine engine. This will be accomplished through a
comparison of previous experimental data for cooling configurations for turbine blades
while exploring CFD CHT analysis. Once the NASA C3X model experimental data
(Hylton, 1983) is reasonably matched the micro-cooling channel configuration from
Wang’s data will be incorporated (Wang, 2015). The final step will be taking the Wang’s
micro-cooling channel configuration and implementing a triple jet impingement array to
produce evidence of enhanced performance characteristics and desirable heat transfer
properties (Wang, 2015).
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2. Literature Review
This section of the report will walk through the varying parts taken into account
while research was undergone, the simulation setup, and fundamental understanding of
the varying concepts and experiments to produce the results.

2.1 Turbine Blade Cooling
With the turbine inlet temperatures climbing considerably over the last few

a.)

b.)

Figure 3: Graphical representations of the TIT and its relation to engine performance per cooling
(a.) and then core power (b.) (Boyce, 1982)
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decades it is predicted that the trend will only continue to advance, made possible by
advancements in turbine blade cooling technologies (Boyce, 1982). Figure 3 (a) is a
graphical representation depicting the advances of turbine cooling over the past 50 years
and the increased TIT. This is critical to a turbine based engine because with an increased
turbine entrance temperature there is a drastic improvement in the cycle output power,
also graphically shown in Fig.3 (b).
These turbine advances have increased the turbines first stage rotor and stator
capabilities to withstand the severe temperature, stress, and environment combinations.
The increased capabilities allow for an improved fatigue lifetime of the individual
component and enhance the output power of the machine as a whole. According to Boyce
the level of performance of turbine blades have been brought about by a combination of
the following:





Advances in air-cooling for turbine blades and vanes
Design Technology for stresses and airflow
Single Crystal (SC) and directional solidified (DS) casting process
improvements
Development and use of nickel-based super alloys with thermal barrier
coatings (Boyce, 1982)

Shown in Fig. 4 are some of the most common cooling schemes being research and
implemented in the gas turbine industry. Film cooling allows for the coolant to be
discharged through small holes in the blade walls, providing a thin, cool, insulating buffer
protecting against the hot gas thermal loads. Convection cooling applies a cooling stream
which extracts heat from the blade surface forming a repeating convection current. Full
coverage film cooling takes into account varying hole to hole spacing and injection
angels of arrays utilized to spread the coolant across the blade surface (Hodges, 2012).
Impingement cooling happens within the blades as coolant is forced through the internal
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Figure 4: Various Suggested cooling schemes being researched or implemented. (Boyce, 1982)

wall, forcing the flow to impinge on the outside wall of the blade. Finally, transpiration
cooling is taking a porous material and passing coolant through the material to extract
heat from the intended surface into the cross flow in order to obtain the desired surface
temperature (Han, 2013).
Each of these particular cooling schemes has demonstrated enhancement of the
efficiency of a turbine blade as a whole or a particular area of the rotor or stator. For
example the film cooling scheme has been implemented at the leading edge of most blade
configurations to help mitigate the temperature distribution caused by the stagnation
region and gas temperature of incoming airflow. This is done by injecting the lower
temperature gas into the mainstream gas allowing for the heat transfer into the airfoil to
be reduced along with the scheme’s other ability is to cover the rest of the rotor or stator
with the coolant (Bogard). The fundamental concept of a turbine cooling system is to
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maximize the benefits of the inlet gas temperature while minimizing the amount of
coolant stolen as the bleed air from the compressor section (Han, 2013). In order to
capture the coolants effects on the system various parameters are studied and calculated.
The most common of these are the total of the mass flow rates, cooling efficiency,
cooling effectiveness , pattern factor, film cooling effectiveness, and heat load parameter
just to name a few. A prior experiment conducted by Sivasgarma and Whitelaw focused
on the effects of injection angles of coolant streams and lip thickness on the cooling
effectiveness in turbine blade film cooling (Sivasgarma & Whitelaw, 1969). This
particular study will be looking at the total mass flow rate and the cooling effectiveness.
The mass flow rate is the summation of all the coolant channels mass flow rates that are
utilized for the desired cooling effects. If the cooling configuration utilizes less total mass
flow rate but achieves the desired cooling then the configuration has been improved. A
common expression utilized to express cooling effectiveness, φ, of a system is shown
below (Cunha):

=

(4)

Where Tg represents the temperature of the gas in the system or fluid domain, Tmetal is the
temperature of the solid, and TCin is the coolant temperature entering the passages. The
cooling effectiveness is highly useful because it quantifies the performance of the cooling
circuit inside the turbine airfoil. The cooling effectiveness ranges from zero, non-existent
or no cooling effect, to the cooling effect equaling unity, meaning the airfoil metal and
coolant temperature are the same (Cunha). Thus outlining the varying types of cooling
and the different types of measuring of the coolant as mentioned above. The rest of this
introduction will be stepping through the individual areas of focus of this work along
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with varying experiments, specific to the concentrated section, carried out by other
contributors in the engineering community.

2.1.1. Trailing Edge Cooling Concepts
Through various cooling concepts and techniques it is important to note that each
part of the blade or vane has specific cooling configurations due to the function of the area
or cooling needed. An example of this is mentioned with showerhead cooling in the
turbine blade cooling section. Figure 5 displays the varying cooling schemes utilized for
the Energy Efficient Engine (E3) 1st stage high pressure turbine (HPT) vane. Figure 5
shows a total of eight varying cooling schemes such as leading edge cooling hole, midcord holes, and impinged pin-fin slots at the trailing edge of the vanes cooling structure,
just to name a few. Halila’s experiment of the E3 was to produce an HPT configuration to
achieve high levels of turbine efficiencies through the use of a static and rotating structure

Figure 5: (Halila, 1982) experiment on Energy Efficent Engine (E3) showing various cooling concepts for the 1st
Stage High pressure turbine vane
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and an active clearance control system controlling the blade trip shroud clearances (Halila,
1982). As explained by the author this experiment also incorporated state of the art
cooling technologies for both the blades and vanes being air-cooled in the system.
With Halila’s

experiment it was also shown that even with the multiple

functioning cooling schemes, utilized to cool a vane or blade, there were still areas for
improvement. One particular area is shown in Fig. 6. It can be seen that even with the

Figure 6: (Halila, 1982) experiment on Energy Efficent Engine (E3) showing the varying temperature for the 1st
Stage High pressure turbine vane

advanced cooling techniques, such as impinged pin-fin slots, in the trailing edge region of
the vane, the overall temperature is still significantly higher than other areas of the E3
HPT vane.
Other experiments using trailing edge configurations in the Mark II and C3X
turbine vanes have been carried out and discussed in further detail below. One such
experiment carried out by Wang displays varying temperature profiles for different
optimization cool channel configurations (Wang, 2015). The author displayed the contour
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plots of the different cases and the trailing edge region of the turbine blade can be seen to
be almost 100-350 K hotter than the coolest part of the vane. The author demonstrated
that the cooling configuration of a vane can make a dramatic difference based on the
cooling channel location and size. With these results the authors experiments show an
optimized cooling configuration obtained a temperature drop of 40-50 K for the whole
vane. The particular areas not effected, which can be seen in the results of the authors
work, were the suction side near the vane head and the trailing edge region.
Another experiment that focused on the trialing edge cooling of turbine blades is
presented by (Yang & Hu, 2012). This particular experiment was done to quantify flow
characteristics of wall jets in the trailing edge of the cooling turbine blade. The authors
utilized varying measuring techniques such as particle imaging and pressure sensitive
paint to display the flow field’s evolution of unsteady vortices and turbulent flows. The
authors then went on to explore and optimize varying configurations for improved
cooling effectiveness, as discussed in the previous section, to provided protection to the
critical portions of the turbine blade. The authors stated one of the most difficult regions
to cool is the blade’s trailing edges, due to geometric constraints in combination with
aerodynamic demands. The aerodynamic demands Yang & Hu references are the desired
reduction of aerodynamic losses at the trailing edge. To mitigate these losses the trailing
edge of vanes and blades are designed to be as thin as possible. This thin design of
trailing edges comes with a significant penalty. The penalty of a thin trailing edge is the
structural integrity of the blade or vane is compromised due to the heavy geometric
restriction and the amount of coolant design requirements. Yang & Hu summarize that is
has been found that most catastrophic failures for turbine blades commonly originate at
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the edges-trailing edges, tips and roots (Yang & Hu, 2012). These common failure modes
are due to melting, cracking, or erosion that greatly reduces the service life time and the
maximum allowable TIT.
With the edges being a critical hotspot, literature addressing the thermal issues
pertinent to trailing edge cooling of turbine blades and vanes is scarce prior to (Yang &
Hu, 2012) experiment. The experiments performed by (Denton, 1993), (Holloway, 2002).
(Medic & Durbin, 2005) spanned across various tailing edge turbine blade effects.
Denton focused on aerodynamic losses by gases being mixed to the blade surfaces
causing overheating (Denton, 1993). Medic &Durbin produced numerical simulations of
3-D unsteadiness occurring in slot jets due to poor protection of the trailing edge (Medic
& Durbin, 2005). Medic & Durbin predicted a 3-D vortex shedding effecting the
transporting of heat away from the trailing edge region (Medic & Durbin, 2005).
Holloway provided experimental data that found the trailing edge region cooling isn’t as
effective as anticipated due to the hot gasses rapidly reaching the surface of the blade or
vane (Holloway, 2002).
These experiments have lead up to some conceptual trailing edge blade and vane
configurations such as the weave design and the triple impingement concept. Both of
these designs were tested computationally and proved to have the desired mitigation of
the thermal effects within the trailing edge region of the vane and blade.
The weave design presented by Weaver is a concept design using two layers of
45° angled channels with a square cross section that resulted in flow passages with
constant distributed flow direction, a high surface area, and no jet to jet interactions
(Weaver, 2015). This specific configuration had a CHT analysis applied comparing the
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effects against the triple impingement design for the trailing edge region. Weaver
concluded that the weave design outperforms the triple impingement design both
thermally and in loss of pressure (Weaver, 2015). Based off of Weaver’s weave design
data it shows great promise in the trailing edge region of a turbine vane and blade but

a.)

b.)

Figure 7: Compariteve Image of two different trailing edge cooling concepts a.) weave b.) triple impingment (Weaver,
2015)

could present problems by means of manufacturing (Weaver, 2015). The weave concept
design can be seen compared to a basic triple impingement configuration in Fig. 7.
The triple impingement configuration seen in Fig. 7 (b) above has been studied
through a wide range of CHT experiments, flow analysis, and geometric patterning.
These experiments can be seen the works of (Chyu, 2002), (Chen, 2006), and (Lui, 2012).
Chyu contributed a study exploring the internal heat transfer in a triple cavity cooling
structure with a ribbed lip for a turbine trailing edge (Chyu, 2002). The triple
impingement configuration investigated by Chyn can be seen in Fig. 8.

Figure 8: Side view of a three cavity structure in a Turbine trialing edge (Chyu, 2010)
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Chen produced a unique design in the trailing edge of the turbine blade or vane
constituting of circular pedestal and oblong shaped blocks (Chen, 2006). The author then
utilized transient liquid crystal imaging to determine the local heat transfer coefficient.
Finally, Liu took the trailing edge region of a turbine airfoil and conducted an
SST turbulence model to study the flow and heat transfer of a triple-impingement cooling
configuration (Liu, 2012). The author also performed a study on the considerable
temperature variation in the turbine material depending on the location of the jet of
impingement. With the trailing edge region of the turbine vane or blade identified as an
area of improvement two different types of cooling schemes will be combined to predict
the CHT parameters of the combination. These two concepts are optimized near wall
cooling passages and a triple-impingement configuration in the vane trailing edge
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2.1.2. Jet Impingement Cooling
One type of cooling scheme this particular paper is going to be focusing on is jet
impingement cooling, particularly a triple jet impingement cooling configuration
implemented into the trailing edge of a turbine blade. As stated by Han, jet impingement
cooling has the most significant potential to increase the local heat-transfer coefficient in
any environment it is utilized in (Han, 2006). The jet is a high velocity coolant that is
ejected by slots or holes that impinges on a heat transfer surface. Han then goes on to
state the jet produced in jet impingement cooling develops a stagnation point where a thin
high turbulent boundary layer is produced near the impingement region allowing for
significant augmented heat transfer properties to be produced (Han, 2006). Figure 9

Figure 9: Flow regions of a single impinging jet a) complete jet structure and typical region development b) is the
core development of the jet. (Han, 2013)

shows the flow region of a single jet impinging on a surface and the coolant distribution
along the surface for better effectiveness.
With this potential increase in heat transfer there are some known limitations to jet
impingement. One limitation is the placement, due to the design; the need of multiple jets
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to make the impingent useful is mostly seen in the leading edge and mid span of a blade
due to thickness of the material in those areas. Also the increased pressure gradient along
the bulk flow that occurs when multiple impingements are aligned can become
problematic because the higher pressure created inside the jet, is higher than the outlet
pressure. This is a concern because of possible rupture of the material in a thin region
such as the trailing edge of a turbine blade or vane (Chyu,2002). However because of the
jet impingements proven effectiveness along the leading edge and mid span of a turbine
blade it is currently being studied to be utilized in the trailing edge as well.

Jet

impingement is one idea that has led to a better correlation between the heat transfer
properties of the coolant and the turbine blade material, thus extending the life and
producing a better efficiency for the turbine system. This has been experimentally shown
by researchers such as Zuckerman & Lior, who provided multiple flow and heat transfer
phenomena correlations, mathematical models and a quantitative assessment of
impinging jet regions based off of varying turbulence model assumptions, jet geometry,
and jet placements (Zuckerman & Lior, 2006),.
Martin produced data for numerous studies summarizing various jet impingement
configurations along with heat transfer trends for those varying configurations (Martin,
1977). One such work by the author outlines the hydrodynamics of impinging flow taking
in the effects of the variable and boundary conditions for heat and mass transfer. The
author then goes on to correlate and investigate the varying conditions for both the single
impinging jet nozzle and then an array of nozzles. The authors study eventually resulted
in optimal spatial arrangements of arrays of jet nozzles with high performance
capabilities.
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Research by Uysal investigated the effects of impingement heat transfer with jet arrays
relating to the “crossflow” or the convection influence of the upstream jet propagating
downstream (Uysal, 2006). This was done by the author while varying the size and hole
of the jet configuration. Another study performed by Al-aqal dealt with the “crossflow”
of jet impingement as well (Al-aqal, 2003). Al-aqal investigated the effect of the size of
the jets, number of jets, and jet-to-target plate spacing on the heat transfer distribution of
the jet and target plate (Al-aqal, 2003).
Further application was show by Yamane who presented impingement cooling as
being utilized in the cooling of turbine blades for its extremely efficient cooling
performance due to its ability to produce high kinetic momentum (Yamane, 2012). This
experiment clarified the effects of jet array impingement heat transfer through injection
parameters, jet-to-jet spacing, number of jets and injection distance. Figure 10 displays
the varying jet nozzle dimensions and a simple array of jets that were utilized for
Yamane’s particular experiment.

Figure 10: Square Jet Array utilized by (Yamane, 2012) to clarify Jet Array impingement heat transfer.
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Other varying uses for the jet array were also being investigated such as the one Glynn
presented (Glynn, 2015). Glynn’s study had a particular interest in cooling of electronic
components with the ability of dissipating extremely large heat fluxes (Glynn, 2015). The
information presented reported the surface heat transfer measurement for a range of test
parameters such as Reynolds Number, jet to target spacing, and finally the jet diameter.
The author then produced results in the form of local and full-field heat transfer
coefficients with the same range conditions.
Finally Metzger studied and measured the two-dimensional arrays of jets impinging on
a surface to parallel jet plate (Metzger, 1979). The overall conclusion determined that
both the channel height and hole spacing can have significant effects on the stream wise
profiles. With all the varying parameters that could affect the heat transfer capabilities
using jet impingent it was important to utilize a correct set of parameters for the
application of the jet or jet array in the trailing edge of the turbine vane. As discussed
earlier due to the thin region of the trailing edge the next major hurdle was
implementation of the triple impinging jet into a cooling configuration. Through further
research it was seen that various optimization and algorithm techniques were being
experimented with in order to produce varying simple cooling channel configurations.
This interest has been circulating because of the possible implementation to be able to
eliminate weight in the turbine and easier manufacturing procedures of vane and blade
configurations.
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2.1.3. Micro-Cooling Channels
The common cooling configuration of a turbine blade has a serpentine shaped
cooling channel running throughout the center of the blade as seen in Figure 11 below.
According to Bunker this specific configurations fundamental aim, in the technology
area, is to obtain the highest overall cooling effectiveness with the lowest possible

Figure 11: Industry Standard view of turbine blade/vane Inside Serpentine Shape Cooling Configuration.
(Chyu, 2010)

penalty on the thermodynamic cycle (Bunker, 2013). This performance is achieved by a
low coolant mass flow rate and cooling effectiveness, known as a high heat transfer
coefficient. This particular method has been concentrated on bulk cooling of an
individual blade or component. Due to the concentrated effects of bulk cooling,
undesirable attributes have arisen in effective cooling of turbines. Some of these effects
are listed by Bunker and can be seen below:
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difficulty in distributing cooling where and in what quantity is required
Non-uniformity of cooling resulting in metal temperature distribution
Highly complex fluid mechanics leading to heat transfer coefficients that
are difficult to measure or predict
Investment casing complexity/Part-to-part casting variability
Costly tooling revisions for any cooling changes requiring modification in
casing process (Bunker, 2013)

These reasons have altered the focus of the industry and conveyed the importance of
researching, development, and redesigning complex cooling channels to new simplistic
internal cooling designs. One concept being explored is the concept of micro cooled
airfoils (Bunker, 2013). Micro cooling consists of spreading out the cooling network in a
series of smaller and highly distributed channels, or sub-channels or elements, providing
better uniformity of cooling and lesser in-plane thermal gradients (Bunker, 2013). This
particular concept still has many hurdles to overcome in terms of development which is
displayed in the varying experiments that have been utilizing cooling channel
optimization and even the function of micro-turbines. Several papers outlining
optimization of cooling configurations include work produced by (Wang, 2015), (Muller,
2001), (Dennis, 2003), (Sung, 2006), (Bhon, 2003), (Nowak, 2007-2012), along with
works of (Verstraete, 2010) just to list a few.
Wang utilized the C3X test, by (Hylton, 1983), to create and study the optimization of
various cooling channel optimizations based on a conjugate heat transfer analysis (Wang,
2015). As mentioned by the author numerous studies have been generated for the
different problems concerning flow, thermal and structural criteria of convective cooling
passages for gas turbine blade and vane optimization. The authors’ research optimization
uses a genetic algorithm base on a 2-D thermomechanical analysis model based off of a
globally convergent method of moving asymptotes. The author explains the convergent
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model through the convergence of design variables characterizing geometric shapes of
cooling channels, locations, and dimensions, while minimizing the average temperature
as much as possible. The author’s experiment also focused on utilizing the following
RANS turbulence models, listed in Table 1, to produce pressure and temperature data for
blade performance characteristics utilized later in the experiments results and
conclusions.
Table 1: Turbulence Models Utilized in Wang’s Experiment with Characteristics

RANS Turbulence
Model

Number
of
Equations

SST k-ω

2

Standard k-ω

2

k-kl-ω

3

k-ε

2

Characteristics

Pros: blended k-ω and k-ε to avoid sensitivity to
freestream, Adverse pressure gradient, swirling
flows no damping function for sublayer resolution
Cons: Over predict separation, sensitive to mesh
refinement
Pros: Adverse pressure gradient, swirling flows
no damping function for sublayer resolution
Cons: Over predict separation, sensitive to inlet
B.C.
Pros: includes effects of transition, laminar, and
turbulent flows
Cons: rapid transiting flow due to high
turbulence, over prediction of heat transfer
coefficients (Walters, 2008)
Pros: free-shear layer flows with relatively small
pressure gradients
Cons: large adverse pressure gradients

Wang then took the 2-D models and extruded them to produce a 3-D model that was
utilized in an extensive CHT analysis to find the temperature and stress of the turbine
vane by means of the SST k-ω turbulence model (Wang, 2015). The author then applied
the super ellipse as the basic geometry to describe the passage cross section and ran three
separate cases; the circular configuration, super ellipse configuration and finally a near-
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surface hole configuration with 19 cooling holes 2mm near the vane edge. The results of
the research show that optimization of cooling passages effectively enhanced the
thermomechanical performance of the redefined C3X cooling channels by reducing the
maximum temperature up to 50 K.
Nowak investigated several theories dealing with various parameters that effect the
cooling of blade and vane configurations (Nowak, 2007-2012). One specifically is the
optimization of cooling configurations based off of an evolutionary algorithm. This
particular algorithm imitates real life with the evolution process of living organisms; this
method is based on a probabilistic search and an imitation of biological evolution
(Nowak, 2007-2012). The author also explored different shapes and concluded that CHT
was starting to become a standard. Bhon researched the effects of different hole shapes
for the effects of film cooling across the blade (Bhon, 2003).
Verstraete utilized an aerothermal optimization method on the first stage rotor blade of
an axial high pressure turbine by CHT and lifetime modeling (Verstraete, 2010). The
aerothermal optimization defined the positon and diameter of the cooling channels
optimized for the maximum lifetime of the blade while limiting the amount of cooling
flow.
Muller took an evolutionary algorithm and implemented a realistic automated design
cycle of turbine film cooling (Muller, 2001). The algorithm allowed the use of a multiobjective optimization based on the flow parameters surrounding the blade, the cooling
hole location, cooling hole size, and heat transfer characteristics of the blade. The
author’s overall goals were to reduce the coolant mass flow and at the same time achieve
a homogenous surface temperature within certain range of temperature distribution. The
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author was able to conclude that the automated optimization tool offered a viable
alternative to optimization of engineering devices using engineering intuition and

a.)

b.)

Figure 12: One of (Dennis, 2003)’s optimization cases using PGA optimizer a.) Baseline case b.) PGA optimizer configuration

gradient-based methods.
Dennis produced an optimization whose main goal was to minimize the
integrated surface heat flux penetrating an airfoil (Dennis, 2003). This had an indirect
effect that minimized the amount of coolant need for the removal of heat from the airfoil
being cooled. The author had multiple constraints that were implemented in the project
such as maximum temperature of any point in the vane was less than the maximum
specified value and at the airfoil surface was greater than the minimum specified value.
The author went on to accomplish these task by constraining the optimization of locations
and radii of a large number of small circular cross-section, straight-through coolant flow,
passages of the gas turbine blade being developed. Overall the experiment considered a
turbine blade configuration with a maximum of 30 cooling passages seen in Fig.12. This
shows one of the optimized cases Dennis produced (Dennis, 2003). It can be seen that the
cooling passages in Fig. 12 (b) have smaller diameters in certain areas, such as the group
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of passages at the leading edge of the vane, than Fig.12 (a) which was considered the
author’s baseline case. Convection boundary conditions were approximated for the
presence of the external hot gas and internal coolant, and finally3-D thermoelasticity
finite element analysis was utilized for thermal analysis of different vane configurations.
In conclusion a 3-D fluid mechanic and a 3-D thermoelasticity finite element analysis
would have to be run to provide a full 3-D conjugate analysis.
Sung explored the cooling performance of a hybrid device consisting of a slot jet
impinging into a micro- channel utilizing the k-ε turbulent model (Sung, 2006). The
author displayed that the vorticity effects greatly influenced the cooling performance
outside of the impinging zone along with higher jet Reynolds numbers yielding stronger
attachment to the heated surface. Sung then suggested a simplified hybrid cooling
geometry to produce lower surface temperatures and smaller temperature gradients across
the heated surface (Sung, 2006).
With the varying cooling channel optimizations explained through the
experimental results above and the established need for the increase of efficiency of the
turbine system, the interactive study of the solid material and fluid must be taken into
account. Throughout the literature one consistent type of model has been studied, varied,
and focused in on. This is the concept of a conjugate heat transfer analysis.
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2.2.

Conjugate Heat Transfer

With the known effects of jet impingement cooling and the better heat transfer
properties it produces within a system, studying the concepts simultaneous has taken a
step forward as well. Conjugate heat transfer, or the study of a process that involves
various temperatures within solids, fluids and the thermal interaction of the heating or
cooling of the solid object by the flow of air in which it is immersed, has started to be
utilized. Modeling of conjugate heat transfer problems in a CFD domain is very difficult
and knowing if they are being accurately predicted has been a significant draw back. This
is partly due to the solvers limitations to accurately capture the developing flow and
thermal boundary layer acing across the surface of the particular model. The advantage
of the conjugate heat transfer study allows an object to be fully immersed and tested in its
environment while predicting the properties of the object and the behavior of the flow
simultaneously. Numerous studies on heat transfer performance have been carried out on
a wide range of cooling configurations but experimental work addressing conjugate heat
transfer is limited. One of the most referenced pieces of researched utilizing a CHT
analysis is the experiment conducted by (Hylton, 1983).
Hylton started carrying out the idea of simple cooling channel configurations and
micro cooling in 1983 (Hylton, 1983). NASA tested two turbine blades the Mark II and
the C3X turbine vanes, both with ten radial internal cooling passages, producing
extensive data of heat transfer results for varying flow conditions. This particular study
aimed to produce an experimental database to develop and validate 2-D boundary layer
codes able to predict the internal heat transfer coefficient with further extension to film
cooling predictions of airfoils. The results displayed and confirmed that when testing
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blades and vanes that the overall heat transfer level is strongly dependent on the Reynolds
number level. This is based off the average internal heat transfer coefficient being
estimated using round channel correlations for the individual cooling channel inlet
conditions that were corrected for a thermally developed length. The usefulness of this
particular study is very limited due to the simplicity of internal cooling geometry and the
limited experimental measurements only taken at the external surface at the airfoil
midspan. Hylton’s study has been utilized in numerous studies to help benchmark and
optimize cooling channels within both blades and vanes (Hylton, 1983).
One study mentioned above was done by Wang utilizing Hylton data to optimize,
enhance and demonstrate the varying arrangements of micro-cooling channels (Wang,
2015: Hylton, 1983). Another experiment produced by Mendonça used the measured data
of the C3X turbine vane to validate an unstructured finite volume methodology of a
combined flow, thermal and stress analysis of turbine blades CFD and CHT solutions
(Mendonça). Other varying studies used Hylton for a benchmarking verification of
various CFD codes and turbulence models. These particular pieces of work include
Facchini who predicted that the realizable k-ε model outperformed the standard k-ε
model utilizing STAR-CD (Facchini, 2004). Then there was Luo and Razinsky who used
STAR-CD utilizing the V2f and standard k-ε model (Luo & Razinsky, 2006). Finally
another study using different turbulence models to simulate Hylton was performed by
York and Leylek who validated commercialized Fluent to evaluate both the standard and
realizable k-ε models (York & Leylek, 2003). The overwhelming conclusion made from
these different studies displayed is that the V2f model better predicted Hylton data than
both k-ε models.
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The particular studies mentioned above all achieved a range of reasonable predicted
and measured surface temperatures on the pressure side region of the C3X turbine vane.
However the studies did demonstrate a trend of showing significant differences between
the measured and predicted temperature for the suction side of the vane. This particular
trend showed that the CFD models and codes being utilized were having trouble
accurately predicting the varying boundary layer transitions. The various experiments all
generated span wise temperature for the airfoil but with extreme differences
comparatively to (Hylton, 1983).
Besides the various turbulence models utilizing Hylton data other varying experiments
range through countless turbine components and cooling arrangements also employ a
conjugate heat transfer analysis. Some of these particular studies are (Coletti, 2012),
(Dees, 2010), (Takahashi, 2000 & 2005), (Laskowski, 2008), (Nirmalan and Hylton,
1989) just to mention a few.
Coletti took a cooling scheme made up of a trapezoidal cross-section, one ribroughened wall, and slots along the opposite walls and studied the conjugate heat transfer
in the turbine blade cooling cavity near the trailing edge as seen in Fig.13 below (Coletti,
2012). Figure 13 is a representation of the rig setup the author used to produce CHT
results. Coletti imposed a uniform heat flux along the rib- roughened wall and also
defined the inlet test section Re to 67,500 (Coletti, 2012). The author then used infrared
thermography and finite element analysis to obtain the distributions of non-dimensional
temperature and Nusselt number, Nu, pertaining to the rib-roughened wall. Finally the
author took the thermal performance through the wall and demonstrated a comparison
with convective results and previously published works with the same configuration.
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a.)

b.)
Figure 13: Rig Layout used by (Coletti, 2012) for rib CHT analysis a.) Full rig with highlighted sections b.) Rib setup

Dees’s experiment had two major goals it was trying to obtain. First the author wanted
to limit the lack of sufficient experimental data of cooling deign validation by
computational results (Dees, 2010). Dees provided experimental data for a conducting
turbine airfoil that surpassed the current benchmark data, taking into account an airfoil
that represented an engine components effectiveness levels and common cooling scheme
designs (Dees, 2010). The author accomplished this through matching the Biot number of
the test vane to the actual engine component. The study had measurements taken of the
flow field and the airfoil for varying thermodynamic and aerodynamic properties. The
airfoil and several experimental results are seen in fig.14 (a).

All these particular

properties were measured for both an adiabatic and conducting airfoil with and without
film cooling for a variety of internal coolant flow rates and film cooling blowing rates
seen in fig. 14 (b) and fig.14 (c) (Dees, 2010). The second goal of the authors was
evaluating the convectional gas turbine heat transfer methods. Of particular interest being
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b.)

a.)
c.)
Figure 14: Schematic of Airfoil used by (Dees, 2010) and a sample of model results a.) Airfoil b.) Film cooling for conductive
airfoil c.) Adiabatic airfoil effectiveness

the adiabatic wall temperature as the driving temperature for heat transfer assumptions.
To accomplish this, the experiments were carried out on both a conducting and adiabatic
airfoil while displaying the thermal boundary layer measurements between the two types
of airfoils. In conclusion this experiment gave the first experimental evaluation of
adiabatic wall temperature as the assumed driving temperature (Dees, 2010).
Some of the remaining experiments that have been produced, but have limiting data to
compare against, is work done by Takahashi who focused heavily on a single turbine
component (Takahashi, 2000 & 2005). The specific component focused on was the 1st
stage HPT blade. The work the author presented was the external surface temperature for
both: an internally cooled blade, one with ribbed internal channels and then one with
smooth internal channels. Takahashi works were limiting due to a simple comparison
only represented by qualitative thermal paint measurements (Takahashi, 2000 & 2005).
Throughout the literature more studies addressing conjugate heat transfer on internal
cooling coupled with film cooling of a gas turbine airfoil is more prevalent than that of
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cooling of a component. One of these focused experiments was produced by Laskowski
who predicted Hylton’s data set computationally (Laskowski, 2008). Looking at the
computational data the agreement between the measured and predicted external surface
conditions is exceptionally good. However the leading edge region of the vane suction
side followed the trend of significantly over predicting the heat transfer coefficient and
temperature due to the assumption that the code Laskowski employed had a turbulent
boundary condition for the entire vane surface (Laskowski, 2008). Even more studies can
be found and are heavily referenced within Dees’s work under the literature review
(Dees, 2010).
One final study that this paper will be looking into is presented by (Nirmalan &
Hylton, 1989). The authors performed experiment matching of Hylton’s data by taking
the same thermodynamic and aerodynamic measurements to compute the external heat
transfer of a turbine vane. The fundamental difference between Nirmalan and Hylton
experiments compared to Hylton is the airfoil employed (Nirmalan & Hylton, 1989).
(Nirmalan & Hylton, 1989) presented the effects of downstream film cooling with and
without leading edge showerhead film cooling consistent with actual engine conditions
(Nirmalan & Hylton, 1989). The experiment highlighted that considerable cooling
benefits are attainable by the implementation of downstream film cooling. The authors
also stated that the process was shown to be a complex interaction of two competing
mechanisms, the thermal dilution effect and the turbulence augmentation. This displayed
an injection of cold fluid resulting in a decrease of heat transfer and an increase in heat
transfer due to the injection process at the same time due to the mechanism. This study
by Nirmalan and Hylton ultimately provided the critical experimental data for a turbine
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vane, taking into account both leading edge and downstream film cooling, for improved
heat transfer design (Nirmalan & Hylton, 1989).
According to Okita & Yamawaki most of the currently available conjugate
solvers lack the special thermal modeling for turbomachinery system applications (Okita
& Yamawaki, 2002). These particular limitations in conjugate analysis are due to the
solvers being limited to an axisymmetric framework, due to turbomachinery nonaxisymmetric components which affect the local heat transfer phenomena. The present
work takes in account the conjugate heat transfer phenomena through the finite volume
CFD solver in Star-CCM+. The finite volume CFD solver allows the simulation of the
heat transfer experienced by the gas in the simulation to be taken into account. The
purpose of the conjugate heat transfer analysis, according to Montomoli, is to produce
reliable and accurate predictions of the temperature field in hot components, ultimately
playing a key role in design process of modern gas turbines (Montomoli, 2004). The
overall accuracy of the conjugate heat transfer analysis has the capacity to extend the life
of critical components through an accurate design of coolant systems allowing for
optimization of the components to better mitigate predicted inefficacies.
The desire to help establish a community environment of studying conjugate heat
transfer is the reason this paper will be focusing on utilizing this particular method to
study the jet impingement interaction within the micro-cooling channel concept. The
current work will focus on mitigating the high temperature profile of the trailing edge
region of the turbine vane through implementation of varying cooling configurations.
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2.3.

Objective Statement

The objective of this research is to serve as an exploratory investigation into the CHT
of the coupled system of the optimized micro-cooling channel configuration produced by
Wang and also the triple-impingement configuration presented by Liu (Wang, 2015: Liu,
2012). The expectation is to show that both the micro-cooling passage and triple
impingement combination will mitigate the high temperature profile of the trailing edge
region, produce a better cooling effectiveness, while exploring the flow characteristics
and heat transfer of both systems combined. In this thesis, a 3-D model of the C3X
turbine vane has been developed and studied using the various configurations listed
above to demonstrate that the triple-impingement coupled configuration has the best
performance characteristics by meeting the following project milestones:





Develop and Validate C3X vane model and CHT model
Develop and Validate C3X vane model and CHT model implementing
Micro-cooling concept
Develop and Validate C3X vane model and CHT model implementing
Micro-cooling concept and Triple Impingement concept
Analysis of CFD test data, mass flow rate of coolant, total pressure
change, heat transfer calculations, and CHT data.
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3. Methodology
3.1.

Introduction

The majority of the research presented in this paper was produced by taking other
experimental works and modifying the procedures, test, and analyzing their results to best
fit the model being tested. This particular section will be listing out the steps taken,
model domain, model set-up, and the implementations during the model set up. There
will also be a brief description of critical model differences and sample calculations
pertaining to the research.
3.2.

Baseline Domain Setup

The C3X blade has a constant cross section, making it easy to model by splines
connecting the feature points. This was done in the CATIA v.5 producing an outline. In
order to obtain the feature points of the spline design the individual coordinate points
were obtained from Hylton’s experiment, seen in appendix A (Hylton, 1983). Along with

Figure 15: C3X finite element grip structure with cooling hole locations shown. (Hylton, 1983)
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the cooling hole locations. After the 2D outline was designed a 3D model was extruded
to the length of 7.62 cm which is the height of the C3X obtained from Hylton’s data
(Hylton, 1983). The baseline 3D model was then imported into the software Star-CCM+
in order to run the conjugate analysis for the baseline case and then extended to include
the desired micro cooling channels and triple impingement configurations. The cooling
channel placement, also presented in Hylton’s work, was extruded from the solid domain
of the 3D model based on the coordinates presented (Hylton, 1983). Figure 15 shows the
coordinates of the C3X blade cooling channel locations along with the mass flow rates
for each passage.
Hylton then applied the Cr constant to a Nusselt Number, Nu, expression
correction taking into account fully developed thermal boundary layers that account for
thermal entrance region effects (Hylton, 1983).
According to Hylton the Cr constant ranged from
1.03 to 1.12 for each cooling channels and is a
function of Pr, ReD, and x/D (Hylton, 1983). This
Cr constant was later utilized in this particular
study to calculate the Nu and heat transfer
coefficient of the ten cooling channels for a
comparison between Hylton, Wang, and the
current studies baseline configuration heat transfer
data (Hylton, 1983: Wang, 2015). Through
sensitivity analysis, it was determined that a 1/3rd,
2.52 cm, 2.52 diameters, of the span of the

Figure 16: 2.52 cm baseline C3X turbine guide
vane replication.
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computational model was sufficient for simulation to save on computational cost. The
reduced design of the baseline C3X blade can be seen in Fig. 16. This modification to the
model helped save on computational cost, computational time, and easier modeling of the
multiple configurations.
The mass flow rate inlets set for the cooling channels allowed the individual coolant
mass flow rate and temperature specifications to be set for each individual channel. The
domain inlet was defined as stagnation inlet and the domain outlet was defined as a
pressure outlet to capture and model the free stream hot flow. A periodic internal
interface was then created between the suction side of the cut domain and pressure side,
allowing the model to be simulated as a subsection of a large system with focused results
specific to the model. Finally the model also consisted of a solid to fluid interface
between the C3X blade, cut domain, and each individual hole. The interfaces were all
conformal and helped predict the hot fluid flow properties around the model and also the
Periodic Interface
(S.S.)

Hot Flow

Stagnation
Inlet

Cut Domain

Cooling Channel Pressure Outlet

Pressure
Outlet
Coolant

Cooling Channel Mass flow Inlet
Periodic Interface
(P.S.)

Vane Solid

Figure 17: Model Setup (Subdomains: hot flow, vane, coolant)
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thermodynamic effects the hot fluid flow was having on the model. The layout of the
baseline C3X blade can be seen in Fig. 17.
The solid domain or vane, also modeled after Wang’s experiment, was modeled to
be ASTM 310 stainless steel with a specific heat of Css= 502 J·K/kg, a density ρss = 8030
kg/m3, as well as a temperature varying thermal conductivity displayed below (Wang,
2015):
= 0.0155

+ 9.9105 (

· / )

(5)

For the fluid, the hot gas and coolant, Sutherland’s formula was used to describe the
viscosity, thermal conductivity of the simulation and its properties (Wang, 2015). The
specific heat capacity, viscosity, and thermal conductivity are all functions of
temperature. The viscosity is represented by µ and the thermal conductivity by Kfg and
can be seen below:

μ( )= μ

∗

K ( )=

(6)

∗

Where the following constants are defined as

0

(7)

= 0.0261 W/ (m·K), µ0=1.7894 x 10-5

Pa·s, T0 = 273.11 K, and S = 110.56. The Specific heat capacity of the solid, Csf, is
represented by the approximated polynomial fitting (Wang, 2015).
=

+

+

+

+

(8)

Knowing the mass flow rate, ̇ , cooling channel hydraulic diameter, DC , coolant
viscosity, µ, and the density of coolant, ρ, the hydraulic diameter Reynolds Number, ReD,
was calculated for each cooling channel. The calculation was performed so the outlet
pressure matched, forcing the inlet ReD to match the data in (Hylton, 1983). The Reynolds
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number is a good indication on how the flow is acting within each cooling channel, with
the current model displaying a turbulent flow regime in the cooling channels. This type of
flow is ideal for the maximum amount of heat transfer possible but it creates transitional
flow regimes, making it harder for the simulation to produce accurate results. The coolant
inlet ReD number, based off of the hydraulic diameter of each channel, equation used to
determine the individual cooling passages is displayed below:
̇

=

(9)

The initial reference values for the coolant entering the ten cooling cannels and
initial conditions were acquired from Wang’s fully developed flow experiment, while the
ten cooling channels initial ReD were acquired from Hylton (Hylton, 1983: Wang, 2015).
Both sets of initial data can be seen in the following Table 2.
Table 2: Initial Cooling Channel Input Dimensions and Initial Cut Domain Fluid Flow Conditions

Channel #
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
Pi (Pa)
413,286

Cooling Channel Input Dimensions
d (mm)
Mass Flow
Tin (K)
Rate (kg/s)
6.3
0.0222
342
6.3
0.0221
344
6.3
0.0218
335
6.3
0.0218
336
6.3
0.0225
330
6.3
0.0225
355
6.3
0.0216
336
3.1
0.00744
350
3.1
0.00477
377
1.98
0.00256
387
Initial Flow Conditions for Domain
Ti (K)
P0 (Pa)
Tu (%)
818

254,172

8.3

Re
215,420
213,850
214,370
224,400
224,170
212,300
210,020
139,180
84,320
66,940
M0

μt / μ

0.89

30
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The percent difference in the inlet Reynolds number for these calculations had a range 010% and can be seen in fig. 18 below showing slight differences between the calculated
current studies ReD number and the Hylton documented values (Hylton, 1983). The
biggest differences are seen at cooling channels four and ten. It is important to note that

Figure 18: Reynolds Number comparison of Baseline cases for different studies

the current study didn’t apply a fully developed flow field assumption to the coolant flow
and this is explained in further detail below.
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3.2.1. Continua Setup
The next critical step was obtaining mesh independence for the simulation to run
the CHT analysis described in both Wang’s and Liu’s experiments with the SST k-ω
turbulence model (Wang, 2015: Liu, 2012). For optimum accuracy several types of
meshing parameters were imparted such as the prims layer mesh, polyhedral mesh, and
also generalized cylinder mesh. The prism layer mesh is imparted to improve the
accuracy of the flow solution model by using the core volume mesh to generate
orthogonal prismatic cells next to wall surfaces and boundaries (CD-adapco, 2014). The
Polyhedral mesh and the generalized cylinder mesh provide a balanced solution for
complex mesh generation problems, while generating an extruded mesh the length of
parts considered generalized cylinders. Finally Star-CCM+ has the feature, control
volume, that allows the user to coarsen or refine a certain area of the mesh to more
specific values. These were implemented in the meshing of the whole model and all of
the mesh parameters for the final cell and meshing criteria is listed in Table 3 below.
Table 3: Final Mesh Specifications
Mesh Location
Hot Gas
Prism
Growth
Rate
Number
of Prism
Layers
Max Y+

Solid

2.0

Surface
Curvature

60

Average Cell
Size (cm2)

0.109

15

Average cell
size (cm2)

1.206

Max Y+

-

1.35

Prism Layer
Thickness

0.031
cm

Cooling Channels
Average
Cell Size
0.017
(cm2)
Max Y+

3.38

# Prism
Layers

15
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The basic mesh specifications as documented in table 3 above are highlighted in figure
19. Figure 19 (a) shows the surface curvature refinement, fig. 19 (b) shows the number of
prism layers around a sharp bend, fig. 19 (c) shows the concept of skewness angle, and
finally fig.19 (d) is a representation of a decreasing base size. These mesh specifications
are user defined and allows for a better mesh refinement discusses next.

b)

a)

c)

d)
Figure 19: Basic visual Mesh Specifications: a) surface curvature, b) Number of prism layers, c) skewness angle, d)
decreasing base size (CD-adapco, 2014)

The different mesh parameters reduce the total cell count, improve the rate of
convergence in some cases, and improve the accuracy of the model as a whole (CDadapco, 2014).

The mesh is seen getting finer towards separate surfaces, such as the

individual cooling channels and the C3X turbine vane, within the model and then
becoming course again towards the fluid domain inlet and outlet. The refinement with the
mesh cells consisted of four changes. Mesh base size increase, .001 m to 0.0062 m,
surface curvature refinement,36.0 to 60.0, number of points per circle allowing for more
refinement points to be created along curved surfaces, a reduced prism layer growth rate
which captures the interface properties and the overall thermodynamic performance
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characteristics, and finally a volumetric control region with a tetrahedral/polyhedral
density of 2 and cell growth rate of 0.5 and a reduction of relative base size. More
specific mesh and physics characterizes applied in the model were a total of 15 prism
layers across the vane, a .0062 m base size, which is .086 m relative to the axial cord
length of 7.18 cm, a surface growth rate of 1.2, and all Y+ treatment averaging between a
range of 1-3.5 to the wall integration. Finally the mesh was refined to 5% of the base size,
0.31 mm, in the vicinity of the vane reducing the overall cell count to 20 M cells for the
simulation setup. Overall the different mesh parameters reduce the total cell count,
improve the rate of convergence in some cases, and improve the accuracy of the model as
a whole. With the following initial conditions and domain setup a mesh independent
study was performed on the fluid domain, C3X vane, and cooling channels. Mesh
independence was obtained at 24 M cells and can be seen in Fig. 20 which displays a
point probe temperature reading at model convergence for the four different mesh counts

Figure 20: Graph Representation of Mesh Independence Study with Percent differences
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utilized in the mesh independent study. The mesh consisted of a volumetric control
around the vane that produced a 2.9 M cell count for the vane. A cell count of 18.4 M
cells was produced for the hot flow domain, leaving the remaining 2.7 million cells
distributed across the cooling channels. This mesh also produced a surface max skewness
angel of max 89.93°, a surface average volume change of 0.6, and no negative cell
volumes existed, thus satisfying the Star-CCM+ recommendations for a quality mesh.
The Reynolds numbers, ReD, produced by the current model were all within a range of 416% different then the NASAs Reynolds, ReD, numbers, μ, and the other varying
parameters. All the numbers took in the uncertainty of ±11% for gas temperature
presented by NASA, therefore the differences were considered reasonable for the
continued exploration of the micro-cooling configuration and the triple impingement
configuration. The simulation is displayed in Figure 21 and can be seen with a full mesh

Figure 21: Transparent View of Meshed C3X Baseline Channel Model with Mesh Refinements
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and the refinement characteristics described above.
As mentioned above both the SST k-ω turbulence model and the all y+ Wall
Treatment was applied to the 2nd order discretization density based differential solver.
The all-y+ wall treatment is a hybrid treatment that attempts to emulate the high-y+ wall
treatment for coarse meshes and the low-y+ wall treatment for fine meshes and is also
formulated in order to produce reasonable answers for meshes of intermediate resolutions
(CD-adapco, 2014). The primary reason that the y+ treatment, non-dimensional wall
distance, is utilized in conjugate heat transfer analysis is its capability to allow the
simulation to integrate and solve for the slope of the temperature of the wall, dt/dy. The
wall y+ treatment is a set of assumptions that capture the effects of wall shear stress,
turbulent dissipation and production from the equilibrium turbulent boundary layer theory
(CD-adapco, 2014). This is important because of the developing flow characterizes that
take place in the fluid region at the very surface, boundary layer, and the direct effects it
can have on the heat transfer of the system . Y+ values ranging between 0-30 everywhere

Figure 22: Histogram displaying y+ wall treatment per cooling channel
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display that the heat transfer characteristics of the fluid flow and solid domain are being
integrated correctly and that the convective heat transfer coefficient calculations are
accurately displayed. A histogram plot of the all y+ wall treatment values can be seen for
each individual cooling channel and the fluid domain ranging from 0.84-3.38
representing the baseline model in Figure 22. The micro and impingement configuration
with in the same range regarding the wall Y+ values with slight variations within in the
ranges. The micro-cooling case had a range of wall Y+ values of 0.09 -8.12 and the
impingement case had wall Y+ values ranging from .021-7.07.
The Reynolds-averaged Naiver–Stokes approximation (RANS) allows the physical
turbulent flow to be represented by a time-averaged equation of motion and will be
discussed in the next section. When the couple solid energy is activated it applies an
integration scheme to an implicit solver which allows the inclusion of secondary
gradients to be taken into account at the mesh faces (CD-adapco, 2014). These additional
parameters help generate an extremely accurate boundary layer by taking into account
finer meshing criteria, approximations about the flow field, and flow interaction for given
parts. For faster convergence of the simulation, the model was setup using both a solution
driver and convergence accelerator. These drivers normalize and initialize the beginning
steps and allow the control of the Courant number. The Courant-Friedrich's-Levy number
(CFL) helps control the pusdeo time step the simulation utilizes when iterating, a Courant
numbers ranging from 1-4, depending on the model, were eventually established to run
the simulations to convergence. In order to obtain such a high Courant number without
the simulation diverging in the early iterations stages a linear ramping system was
utilized. The linear ramp allows the solution to slowly increase the Courant number over
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the number of iterations until the simulation reaches a solution or the specified Courant
Number.
3.2.2. Turbulence Models
Typical CFD solvers utilize three methodologies to simulate the turbulent flows. The
methodologies consist of the Reynolds Average Naiver Stokes (RANS) method, Large
Eddy Simulation (LES) method, and Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS). RANS is used
for most flow simulations because of the robust nature of being able to model all
turbulent scales that the simulation could encounter. LES tends to be utilized when large
eddies show up in a simulation; the LES methodology resolves the larger turbulence
eddies for the simulation modeling the smaller eddies. DNS resolves all scales of
turbulence used for very small, low velocity flow and is mostly utilized as a tool to
calibrate turbulence models (CD-adapco, 2014). DNS is considered exact but extremely
expensive due to the generating of data can be time-consuming (Moin & Mahesh, 1998).
The RANS methodology is the industry standard for its flexibility, the RANS equation,
and the amount of unknowns that allow it to utilize different flow parameters depicted in
the Naiver Stokes equations.
The RANS methodology models scale a wide variety of turbulent characteristics and
the most common run models where utilized in Wang’s experiment. RANS methodology
is best studied through instantaneous fluid motion that is both time and space dependent
(Sodja,2007). The RANS instantaneous variables consist of a fluids density (ρ), velocity
components (ui), pressure (p), and the components of viscous stress tensor (Tij(v)). These
variables are then substituted into the momentum equation and the continuity equations
where further assumptions, such as incompressible flow or compressible flow, are made
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before further modeling is accomplished (Sodja, 2007).

RANS methodology also

employs the concept of Reynolds averaging which is broken down into three common
terms: time averaging, space averaging, and ensemble averaging. Each of these terms is
better utilized for certain cases. Time averaging is best considered with stationary
turbulence or a non-variance in the flow on the average of time (Wilcox, 1994). Space
averaging is appropriate for homogenous turbulence, flow on average that does nary with
direction, and ensemble averaging which is considered a general aspect and is both time
and space dependent (Sodja, 2007). Reynolds averaging has the benefit of decomposing
the flow to both averaged and fluctuating components but also introduces additional
variables (‹u2i=1,2,3›,‹u1u2›, etc) which don’t have available relationships (Wilcox,1994).
These particular variables leave the solution open which highlights how the RANS
models changes from flow to flow. In order to solve the turbulence closure problem two
methods have been commonly utilized. The first method was introduced by Boussinesq
in 1877, who described Reynolds stress in a similar way to the viscous stress, the flow is
prescribed another property, turbulent viscosity (Wilcox,1994). The second was Prandtl’s
1925 concept that related the turbulent viscosity to the mixing length through algebraic
expression. Prandlts equation refers to the fact, that no additional transport equations
besides the energy, mass and momentum equations are needed (Sadja, 2007). However
over the years and various attempts have been made and all have been implemented to
further enhance the RANS methodology. Next Kolmogorve, in 1942 developed the k-ω
models, which were the first of its kind, and it related turbulent kinetic energy (k) and the
rate of energy dissipation (ω) to the length and time scales of the quantities (Mentor,
1994). Other variations of this approach were utilized to form the model k-ε. In 1951
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Rotta took the Reynolds stress tensor and successfully modeled it by using a system of
partial differential equations (Wilcox, 1994). The particular draw back to this particular
approach is the fact it introduces six additional equations describing Reynolds stress and
a final equation relating to the turbulence length scale. Mentor in 1994 addressed the
problem of sensitivity of the inlet conditions (Mentor, 1994). The author accomplished
this by adding an additional non-conservative cross-diffusion term, a blending function,
and a modified linear constitutive equation. Finally the other quantities (LES and DNS)
resolve the shorter length scales than the RANS models, produce better results, but
demand a much greater computing power and time (Apsley, 2004). This particular

Figure 23: Display showing the extent of three methodologies used to solve turbulent flows

concept is seen in Fig. 23 which displays the extent of modeling of the three
methodologies used to solve turbulent flows.
The current study utilizes the SST k-ω turbulence model in order to capture the
combined effects of the k-ω formulation of the boundary layer down to the wall viscous
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sub-layer, without any extra damping functions, and a k-ε behavior in the free-stream to
define its properties (CD-adapco, 2014). The two basic equations utilized in Star-CCM+
to carry out the computations run in the simulation are as listed below:
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Where Sk and Sω are the user-specified source terms, k0 and ω0 are the ambient turbulence
values in source terms that counteract turbulence decay, the Turbulent Production Gk , the
Cross-Derivative Dω , μt the Relation for Turbulent Viscosity, the Turbulent Time Scale,
and finally the Model Coefficients β and β* (CD-adapco, 2014). The varying terms listed
above show the complexity of the SST k-ω turbulence model. The SST k-ω effectively
tries to account for compressibility, Low-Reynolds number modifications, and Mentors
blending function to name a few (CD-adapco, 2014).

The effects of the flow that the

SST k-ω turbulence model takes into account made it the only turbulence model to be
utilized, for the current study.
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3.2.3. Conjugate Heat Transfer
Conjugate heat transfer is the ability to analyze a complex system s heat transfer
interaction between a solid body and flow, over or inside the body, through reliable and
accurate predictions of the temperature field. However accurately modeling both the fluid
and solid domains of a simulation is an extremely difficult task due to the multiple
interfaces between the hot gas domain, the solid domain, and coolant domain. In order to
integrate errors these interfaces all have to have a conformal mesh between each
individual interface. In this particular case several different types of flows; turbulent flow
and transitioning flow, were present in the simulation. The flow characteristics have to be
successfully modeled around and inside the solid to produce accurate heat transfer
interactions. These interactions allow the model the flexibility to conduct the conjugate
simulation of flow field heat transfer and metal heat conduction. For this to happen there
were the Coupled Implicit Energy Solver (CIES) and the SST k-ω turbulence model have
been coupled to investigate the heat transfer in fluid flow and solid domain
simultaneously. The Coupled Implicit Energy Solver model is an extension of the
Coupled Flow model and together they solve the conservation equations for mass,
momentum, and energy simultaneously using a time or pseudo-time marching approach
(CD-adapco, 2014). The CIES construction is used primarily to solve compressible flows
or flows with domain source terms. The characteristics of the CIES allow for an effective
convergence rate ranging from incompressible through supersonic flow regimes
independent of the Mach number. Finally the CIES has an enthalpy formulation option
that allows for the input choice between the enthalpy and the temperature to be used as
the dependent variable when implementing the energy conservation equation, ultimately
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affecting the way the energy equation is linearized. The linearization is important because
the heat transfer conduction coefficient is directly proportional to the slope at any wall
boundary condition.
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3.3.

Micro-Cooling Case Specifics

With mesh independence obtained, the mesh and physics properties of the domain
setup of the original benchmark C3X vane design was redesigned, to replicate Case 3b in
Wang’s experiment (Wang, 2015). This particular case represents 19 cooling channels,
offset 2 mm from the edge of the turbine vane, which can be seen to be equally spaced
along the suction and pressure sides of the vane leading to the trailing edge. The last four

H
a)

b)

Figure 24: a) Baseline Vane configuration b) Micro-cooling configuration (Highlighted Super ellipse dimensions)

cooling channels in Wang’s experiment were setup to converge towards the trailing edge
as much as possible (Wang, 2015). The length, H, of the 17 super ellipse cooling channel
configurations turned out to be 6.5 mm with a width of 2 mm, the two remaining cooling
passages were circular, located at the vane head, and had a diameter of 2 mm. Figure 24
(a) shows the baseline vane design and Fig. 24 (b) shows the whole vane with the
reversed engineered elliptical and circular micro cooling channel configurations utilized
from (Wang, 2015).
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Mass flow rates, temperatures, or ReD inlet conditions were not documented for
the micro-cooling case; therefore a series of interpretations had to be made in order to
produce results. The Hydraulic diameter, for an ellipse, was calculated using the
following equation:
=

(
(

)(

)
)

(12)

Where the constant E was represented by the equation:
=

(13)

Once the hydraulic diameter was calculated for every cooling channel the Reynolds
number was then calculated utilizing the hydraulic diameter and Eq.(9).

The

corresponding inferred micro-cooling channel inputs, hydraulic diameter, and Re can be
seen in table 4 below. The cut domain inlet flow conditions along with the domain setup
stayed the same for the multi-cooling configuration. The Micro-cooling simulations mesh
count was 21 M cells with the same meshing, continua, and interface setup as described
earlier in the paper.
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Table 4: Micro-Cooling Channel Inferred and Calculated Input Dimensions

Channel #

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

Micro -Cooling Channel Input Dimensions
d (mm)
Calculated
Tin (K)
Mass Flow
Rate (kg/s)
0.0053
0.01881
342
0.0020
.003038
387
0.0053
0.01881
342
0.0053
0.01881
342
0.0053
0.01881
342
0.0053
0.01881
342
0.0053
0.01881
342
0.0053
0.01881
342
0.0053
0.01881
342
0.0053
0.01881
342
0.0053
0.01881
342
0.0053
0.01881
342
0.0053
0.01881
342
0.0053
0.01881
342
0.0053
0.01881
342
0.0053
0.01881
342
0.0053
0.01881
342
0.0053
0.01881
342
0.0020
.003038
387

Re

215,420
86,933
215,420
215,420
215,420
215,420
215,420
215,420
215,420
215,420
215,420
215,420
215,420
215,420
215,420
215,420
215,420
215,420
86,933

Overall there will be some differences between Wang’s data and the data collected for
this particular experiment because of the interpretation of the mass flow rate and
temperature entering the 19 micro-cooling channels. The interpretation was based off of
the cooling channel specific location within the vane and then an assumption that with in
those areas the coolant entering the cannel would have the same mass flow rate and
temperature, for Reynolds number match of the baseline configuration cooling channel
inputs. Figure 25 below is the a figure of the baseline vane configuration and the regions
the vane was split into in order to interpreted the temperatures and coolant mass flow rate
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entering the 19 cooling channels.
Interpretation of the coolant entering individual cooling channels was determined
based off of the following criteria, hydraulic diameter of micro-cooling channel; the ReD
numbers were then matched. For ReD matching the elliptical shaped cooling holes had a
Dc of .0053 mm, an assumed Tin 342 K, and ReD number, 21000, matching the inlet
cooling characteristics of channel one from the baseline case. For the two circular cooling
channels, located at the vane head, with a Dc of .002 mm the cooling characteristics of
cooling channel eight, Tin of 377 K, and ReD number of 86000, from the baseline case
were utilized for comparison purposes. The two inlet mass flow rates were then back
calculated employing Sutherlands law ,Eq. (6), and ReD, Eq. (9), generating 0.01881 kg/s
for the elliptical cooling channels and 0.00308 kg/s for the circular cooling channels. The
Reynolds numbers produced by the current model were all within a range of 1- 7.13% of

a

b

Figure 25: Baseline Case (a) and micro-cooling case (b) showing regions used to interpret Wang’s
Experiment temperature and coolant distribution for micro-cooling channels.

the expected Reynolds numbers and was considered reasonable for further
implementation into the coupled configuration A representation of the calculated
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Reynolds number for both the micro-cooling case and triple impingement case is seen
displayed in fig. 26. The are no differences in ReD entering seen at any of cooling
channels between both the triple impingement and Micro-cooling CFD predictions.
However there is a highlighted difference between the CFD predicted ReD and the
originally calculated ReD number calculated for comparison; further exploration on to
why the differences between these ReD has occurred is still needed to be investigated.

Figure 26: Inlet Reynolds Number comparison of C.S. Miro-cooling and Triple Impingent Configuration
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3.4.

Triple Jet Impingement Combination Specifics

Applying the same meshing, domain setup, and interpretations made for the micro
cooling channel experiment, the model was extended to encompass a triple impingement
cooling configuration contained within the last three micro cooling channels at the
turbine trailing edge. The cooling configuration can be seen in Fig. 27, which highlights
the triple impingement offset cooling channels in the trailing edge of the turbine vane. A
total of 5 & 6 impingement jets were represented when connecting the cooling channels;
these jets were positioned in a staggered formation from one cooling channel to the next.
Side View of Vane

Figure 27: Isometric Cut View of Dual cooling configuration (Highlighted Trailing Edge Triple Impingement
Jet Locations)

Research taken from Glynn concluded that the area averaged heat transfer increases
with a decreasing jet diameter and attributed this to the higher jet velocities involved
when smaller nozzles were used (Glynn, 2015). This conclusion was referenced during
the determination of the impingement jet parameters, position and jet diameter, because
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of the micro cooling channel design. Each individual impingement jet has a diameter ,DJ,
of 0.813 mm so that the ratio of H/DJ is at 7.9 which falls into the injection distance to
hole diameter range, 2 to 8, outlined in Yamane’s experiment (Yamane, 2012). With the
diameter of the impingement jets set in the jet array the distance between each jet had to
be determined to produce the most effective heat transfer as described by Yamane as
being a jet –to-jet space ratio, S/DJ, of 4 to 8. In order to accomplish this with the
diameter of the jet, DJ, 0.813 mm the spacing, S, was determined to be 3.26 mm to have
the jet-to-jet spacing ratio to become 4 (Yamane, 2012). Finally it is important to note
that Reynolds numbers produced by the current model were all within a range of 1- 16%
different than the calculated Reynolds numbers, displayed above, providing confidence
that the model was producing accurate results which can be viewed in Fig.23 above.
The jet impingement simulations mesh count was 23 M cells with the same meshing
and continua setup as described earlier in the paper. The major difference is the fact that
another internal in-place interface had to be utilized in order to collect the flow properties
at the trailing edge ejection region of that triple impingement configuration. The internal
in-place interface allows for the model to take in account the flow properties happening
between the triple impingement cooling channels and the fluid domain flow. The
interface is a Fluid-Fluid interface with the added mesh settings of an In-Place interface
allowing for the transfer of mass and energy to be taken into account, the continuum
quantities such as mass and energy are transferred from one part of the volume mesh to
another or allowed for a periodic condition to be applied (CD-adapco, 2014).
Interpretation of the coolant entering the individual cooling channels was
determined based ReD matching. ReD matching led to some model variations between
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the Micro-cooling case and the triple-impingement case. The variation was seen in the
individual cooling channel flows. Flows exciting the cooling channels were seen to have
choked flow with an exit Mach number of 1 or higher. To keep the flow subsonic and unchoked further matching of the exit Mach numbers of the individual cooling channels
was employed between the Micro-cooling configuration and the triple impingement
configuration. To accomplish this outlet pressure input had to be varied per cooling
channel. This outlet pressure helped balance the air flow in the channel acting as a gauge
reducing or increasing the flow speed through the channel. Figure 28 shows a graphical
representation of the exit Mach number per cooling channel for both the Micro-cooling
configuration and triple impingement configuration. It can be seen that the exit Mach
numbers were within a range of 0- 7.33% different between the cases. The major

Figure 28: Exit Mach number comparison of C.S. Miro-cooling and Triple Impingent Configuration

differences seen at the exit Mach numbers are due to the varying Mach numbers the CFD
calculated for the cooling channel inlets, and the individual outlet pressure utilized to
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make to keep the system subsonic. This had varying effects on the flow within the
channel, such as reduced temperature of the flow which affects the energy balances
within the channel.
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4. Data Reduction
4.1.

Introduction

The following section will be comparing Hylton’s NASA Run 157, Wang’s CFD, and
the current studies CFD data for the various cooling configurations. A field mean
variance is defined as the average of a field function value as a solution progresses (CDadapco, 2014), this was implemented in the fluid domain because of the unsteadiness
observed. Some simple fluid flow characteristics such as Mach number and pressure will
be shown for only the baseline case to exhibit the accuracy of the current model setup and
its abilities to capture the C3X vane configurations fluid flow characteristics, other
current study flow field contours for the various configurations can be seen in appendix
B. Various CFD model versions along with monitoring will also be gone over to
highlight the process of setting up the final CFD model. Finally the coordinate system
for plots of gauge pressure distribution, temperature distribution, and normalized heat
transfer coefficient distribution, h/h0, the external airfoil heat transfer coefficient divided
by the reference heat transfer coefficient (1135 W/m2-K) is defined (Hylton, 1983).

4.2.

Model Variations and Monitoring

This particular section will be reviewing some of the model variations and
simplifications made to before the final CFD simulation was run for convergence. The
various models explained below helped with the understanding of how the CFD program
Star-CCM+ could be varied to obtain a solution. Some of the variations will show
important meshing features, interface capabilities, and monitoring effects all used to
refine the model for the current study.
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One of the varying features presented within the CFD Star-CCM+ software
package is the ability to assign a certain region, body, or part to specific interface. The
CFD program then allows for the user to utilize a different type of interface to model
various real world interactions within the simulation utilizing a less complicated
geometry. One such interface that was used successfully within the current study was the
periodic internal interface. However the original model presented by Wang stated that the

Figure 29: Graph displaying Monitor plot of activated fully developed interface

coolant channels were considered a fully developed interface (Wang, 2015). While StarCCM+ has this particular interface that can be applied the user manual indicated a longer
time of convergence. To test the convergence, of the summation of the mass flow rate, a
simple model consisting of a box fluid domain and a single cooling channel with a fully
developed interface was constructed. The simple model was run with the same inlet
conditions for both the fluid domain and coolant channel as describe above. The simple
model simulation started out without the fully developed interface active and then the
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interface was activated at 345 interactions. The major jumps within the graph are due
varying the CFL number of the simple model, speeding up the simulations convergence
rate, demonstrated that the convergence rate would have taken double the amount of time
to reach a converged solution. This can be seen in Fig. 29 showing the monitor value of
the summation of the mass flow rate of the cooling channel, which should be zero, vs the
iterations the simple case was tested at. With the verification from the simple model, the
decision to run the current study models without the fully developed interface was made
to save on computational time.
Another simulation was utilized and the solution displayed residuals that
converged based on periodic convergence. This convergence is seen by the slight
oscillations of the residuals within a given a range of iterations. With the residual
convergence obtained, individual flow parameters were evaluated and it was soon
discovered that certain key flow characteristics hadn’t converged in the model thus
showing the importance of setting up monitors on particular aspects of the model to
monitor convergence of a steady state solution. Heavy emphases was put on various
aspects of the current study such as: the Mach of the outlet, individual inlet cooling
channels velocities, ReD, the domain inlet and outlet conditions, vane temperature
distribution, and the mean average of varying flow parameters. One of these flow
parameters can be seen displayed in fig. 30 (a) as the mean average temperature shows
convergence yet the maximum temperature of the system hasn’t converged to a steady
state. Another example of a flow characteristic being monitored is that of the exit Mach
number at the outlet of the fluid domain. In this particular case the model didn’t show
convergence through a constant value or periodic convergence. For this case the outlet
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Mach number varied due to pockets of high Mach numbers, low pressure regions, and
high negative mass flux flow properties on the prism layers of the mesh in certain regions
which is highlighted in fig.30 (b). These particular hot spots were causing reversed flow
and supersonic flow characteristics at the outlet of domain and causing non-convergence
of a single value, ultimately leading to a diverged model. To fix the problem the models
were re-meshed to exclude the prism layers along the fluid domain inlet, outlet, and the
periodic interface.

a)

b)

Figure 30: Diverged Mole results for C.S. baseline case highlighting a) Various Temperature monitors and
b) high pockets of mass flux

It was also determined that the extruded prism layer feature on the individual
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solid to fluid interfaces, between the vane and cooling channels, and the vane to hot fluid
flow interfaces was integrated for better flow development and convergence of the
solution. This particular feature applies a one to one matching between the prism layer
and the cell of the mesh. When this was applied to the model, at the domain edge the one
to one matching produced flat meshed cells. These particular cells would create an ununiformed mesh at the boundary of the fluid domain edge. The cells then would produce
extremes in the solution as described above. Through various failed model setups the
importance of meshing became apparent and the importance is highlighted as:
The mesh significantly impacts stability, accuracy, and convergence of the
simulation along with the success or failure in attaining the computational solution. The
mesh has to be sufficiently fine to adequately resolve important flow features and
geometry topology, allowing for the capture of flows such as recirculation vortices and
steep flow gradients within the viscous boundary layer. CFD solutions thus require
proper mesh resolution where these flow features are expected (Pham & Marshall, 2011).
Two specific meshing characteristics that heavily influenced the final model
convergence were the implementation of excluding the prism layers along the fluid
domain boundaries, as described above, and a control volume, a user defined geometric
area specified for any part of the model that allowed for mesh refinement to that
particular area only. This helped to produce a finer mesh towards the vane and a course
mesh towards the fluid domain edges as seen in Fig. 21 above. This particular feature
reduced the cell count of the model by four million cells and allowed for better flow
prediction. With the various refined models utilized to find a converged solution certain
flow around the vane was seen to be transitioning. The suction side of vane displayed a
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higher transitional flow region around the vane head. This particular transition was due to
a higher development of a thermal boundary layer in the area and multiple model Mach
contour plots display the same concept. Viewing the contour plots it can be seen that an
increase in Mach would occur on the suction side of the vane head speeding up the flow.
The transitioning flow and thermally developing regions have been a critical point that
commercial CFD struggles to predict due to the various types of flow occurring and
needing to be accounted for within the model. However the commercial software StarCCM+ allows for transitioning flow model corrections and calculations that take in
account to better predict developing Reynolds numbers and even supersonic flow
conditions. These particular extensions have been looked into and should be heavily
considered and implanted in future studies to better predict the flow and the conjugate
heat transfer characteristics.
4.3.

Heat Transfer Reduction

Another highlighted aspect is the calculated average heat transfer coefficient of the
individual cooling channels between the data presented by Hylton, Wang, the current
study’s baseline and a comparison between the micro-cooling configuration and the triple
impingement configuration (Hylton, 1983 : Wang, 2015),. The HTC is a quantitative
characteristic of the transfer of heat from the metal to the coolant. This can be
summarized as the fundamental aim is to obtain the highest cooling effectiveness with the
lowest penalty to thermodynamic system (Kirankumar, 2013). For this study the cooling
channels HTC should be larger displaying a larger heat transfer, or cooler metal
temperatures. Hylton utilized the following equation of Nusselt Number, Nu, to predict
the HTC of each cooling channel (Crawford & Kays, 1980):
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This equation has the correction coefficient Cr, described above, the Prandtl Number,
Pr, based off the average coolant temperature, and the Reynolds Number, ReD, measured
from the data extracted by (Hylton,1983). The author then calculated the average heat
transfer coefficient from the Nusselt Number, hole diameter, and thermal conductivity.
Wang’s study of the individual cooling passages placed a convective boundary
condition on his CFD model by assuming fully developed flow (Wang, 2015). This flow
took in several different assumptions in order to compute the Nusselt Number (Nu). The
Nu was then used to calculate the convective heat transfer coefficient. The author
assumed the hot flow around the vane to be constant and uniform. Next the author
assumes that the experimental temperature data from Hylton had a fixed thermal
boundary condition applied to it. The author then applied a constant thermal load for the
heat transfer calculations presented (Wang, 2015).

Finally due to the changing

parameters of the cooling channels, diameters and Reynolds number, the heat transfer
coefficient will differ per cooling channel. To accommodate the varying heat transfer
coefficient per cooling channel various aspects of the coolant had to be anticipated. Such
as assuming the inlet flow temperature is constant and uniform which is listed by (Wang,
2015).
In order to calculate the convective heat transfer coefficient the Nusslet Number,
Nu was defined according to the forced convection Nusselt Number of a tube represented
by the Dittus-Boelter equation (Dittus & Boelter, 1930):
N = 0.023 Re

.

Pr

.

(15)

Eq. (14) displays the Reynolds number, ReD, and the Prandlt number, Pr, the Reynolds
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number is defined above and the Prandtl number is defined as the following:
Pr =

(16)

Eq. (15) expresses the specific heat capacity of the coolant, Cp, the dynamic viscosity, µ,
and the thermal conductivity, Kfg, both represented by Sutherlands Law shown above.
The heat transfer coefficient was then estimated using the Nu and is seen below:
h=

(17)

Where Kfg is the thermal conductivity and Dc is the hydraulic diameter of the cooling
channel. Combining Eq. (9) and Eqs. (15-17) the heat transfer coefficient can be reduced
down to Eq. (18) (Wang, 2015):
h = 0.02424 · C(λ, ṁ, μ)D

.

(18)

In Eq. (17) C stands for the coefficient related to a specific cooling channel and is
considered constant due to the assumptions made about the coolant above.
̇

( , ̇ , μ) = λ · ( )

.

(19)

The C.S. utilized Newton’s law of cooling to compute the HTC. Star-CCM+
calculates the heat transfer coefficient using the following equation (CD-adapco. 2004):
"̇

ℎ=

| |

( )

(20)

Where Tref, is the specified reference temperature, which was assumed to be the volume
average, mean bulk, temperature of the fluid of the Individual channel Tf, is the wall
̇"

boundary temperature, and

( )
| |

, represents the boundary conduction heat flux of

the vector field. The boundary conduction heat flux includes the molecular and turbulent
diffusion effects at the boundaries of the fluid region. These calculations were utilized to
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help predict the individual cooling channel average heat transfer data. The cooling
channel average HTC is gone over in the results section of this report.
4.4.

Domain Flow Validation

Figure 31 displays the Mach number, and pressure field means of the flow in the
domain. It can be seen that current model renditions show the various flow characters
matching for both contour plots. The plots show the corresponding high Mach numbers

Figure 31: Top Views of Different Flow Conditions of Baseline Case
produced by Current model
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coupled with low pressure spots.
For ideal flows with in the turbine the streamline splits at the stagnation point
with one leg moving along the pressure side and the other leg moving along the suction
side of the blade or vane (Acharya). The pressure gradient from the pressure side to the
suction side leads to the development of secondary flow. The lowest pressure occurs on
the suction surface located at the passage throat area where the flow velocity is the
highest. Conversely the highest pressure is located at the stagnation point located at the
leading edge of the blade or vane. From the leading edge to the trailing edge of the
pressure side the velocity increases steadily as the pressure incrementally decreases. On
the suction surface initially an increase in the velocity is seen but the velocity starts to
decline when it encounters the adverse pressure gradients produced by the secondary
flows (Acharya). The author then states Due to the adverse pressure gradient there is the
potential of boundary layer separation that can form near the suction-side blade surface
trailing edge. Another way for boundary layer separation to occur, at the blade trailing
edge, is due to a finite trailing-edge thickness which can lead to a distinct wake region.
The boundary layer flow separation represents a major source of profile losses in the
blade or vane passage. Flow separation is a major issue for blades or vanes with high
loading (Acharya). The high loading reduces the suction side pressures allowing for the
Mach number and velocity to increase with the local Mach number on the suction side
leading to supersonic speeds. As the flow of the blade or vane reaches supersonic speeds
local shocks are created and lead to additional aerodynamic losses, such as shock losses
or wave drag (Acharya). The author then states downstream of the shock the suction
surface pressure rises in the adverse pressure gradient region and boundary layer
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separation starts occur earlier leading to increased profile losses for the highly loaded
blade or vane.
This developing flow can be seen on the suction side of vane and the stagnation
point is clearly seen by the Mach contour as having the lowest speed. The pressure side
of the blade shows the expected flow characteristics generally displayed for turbine
blades and vanes. The outlet average Mach number the current study output is 0.745
which is 17.7% different than NASAs outlet Mach number of 0.89 (Hylton, 1983). The
discrepancies in the exit Mach number calculated by the current model and the data
produced by (Hylton, 1983) is best seen with the pressure contour, where the flow shown
in the trailing edge region of the outlet domain. The pressure on the lower pressure side
shows high and low pressure mixing at the trailing edge of the vane, where some
boundary layer separation has occurred and the effects of the secondary flow are being
taken into account. This mixing of both pressures varies the Mach numbers, slowing the
outlet Mach number of the current study. Overall the flow characteristics produced by the
current study match the trends and effects of flow presented from Hylton and Wang
(Hylton, 1983 : Wang, 2015). This provided further confidence and verified that the flow
of the current study was predicting accurate data.
With model flow trend matching the mid-span data of the whole vane was taken
and is defined by the coordinate system seen in Fig. 32 (a). The vane mid-span data was
used to exhibition the performance of the different C.S. cooling configurations seen in the
results section below. A further extension of the C.S. cooling configurations performance
was then focused on the trailing edge of the vane. For the data reduced in the trailing
edge section the normalized span coordinate system is seen in Fig. 32 (b).
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a)

b)

Figure 32: C3X vane Normalized Span Coordinate Orientations used for data reduction (a) Whole Vane
(b) Trailing Edge
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5. Results
5.1.

Effects of Cooling

The following section will be comparing Hylton’s NASA Run 157, Wang’s CFD, and
the current studies CFD data for the C.S. various cooling configurations. There will be
three individual sections outlining the important features of the particular cooling
configuration and data produced and evaluated in the current study. As mentioned above
various temperature contour plots, line graphs, and heat transfer calculations will be
discussed in further detail.

5.1.1. Baseline Configuration Calibration
Graphical representations of the mean gauge pressure, mean temperature, and mean
normalized heat transfer coefficients of Hylton, Wang, and the current models data can
be seen Fig. 32 (Hylton, 1983 : Wang, 2015). This data was collected by taking similar
span vs axial cord locations (xvs.l), orientation seen in Fig 32.(a) above, to match the
Hylton data sensor locations, allowing for the corresponding mean at that location to be
displayed (Hylton, 1983). To normalize the data p/p*, t/811 and h/h0 were calculated
using the references taken from Hylton inlet conditions which were conducted at a
nominal gas-stream total temperature of 811 K (Hylton, 1983). Figure 33 shows how that
the general flow trends acting across the baseline vane matches both sets of data
presented by Hylton and Wang (Hylton, 1983 : Wang, 2015). In Fig.33 both the pressure
and temperature distributions follow the trend of data presented by Hylton with an under
prediction for the pressure occurring at turbine vane head location and a slight over
prediction at the vane head and the suction side trailing edge for the temperature. Wang’s
data can be seen to over predict the trend for the pressure distribution and under predict
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Figure 33: Current Study Mid-span data compared to C3X vane data for different flow characteristics.

the temperature distribution but is still considered reasonable for further experimental use
(Wang, 2015). The final plot shows the local heat transfer coefficient across the turbine
vane mid-span distribution. The pressure side of the vane is seen following the trend set
by Hylton while a significant over predicted heat transfer coefficient is predicted by the
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current study around the vane head and on a majority of the suction side. Assessing the
average h a 26.24 % difference is shown between the two models. The contribution to the
differences in all three plots at the vane head is CFDs limited modeling capabilities of
capturing transitioning flow and developing thermal boundary layers. Along with the
uncertainty documented for the temperature, ±11%, by (Hylton, 1983).
Figure 34 is a display of the temperature (K) distribution on the top view of the
baseline blade configuration. The top displays both of the models are predicting a similar
temperature profile with slight variations. The current model produced a higher
temperature profile specifically near the edge regions and is extremely highlighted on the
suction side of the blade. Theses discrepancies come from CFDs limiting computations as
described above. The middle of the blade seems to be higher in temperature ranging by
about 15-40 K

Current Study

Wang

difference.
However

the

temperature
contours
both

for
studies

have the same
general profile
and

the

trailing
represents

vane
edge
the

hottest temperature of 690+ K.

Figure 34: Top View Comparison of the Baseline Configuration
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5.1.2. Micro-Cooling Configuration Calibration
Through the computation of CHT the mid-span mean temperature are compared
between Hylton, Wang, and the current studies data for the micro-cooling channel
configuration. Figure 35 shows the mean temperature distributions along normalized
axial cord, x/l surface. Figure 35 also shows the temperature trend of the current model
micro-cooling configuration following the trend of Wang’s experiment and is
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(S.S.)

Figure 35: Micro-Cooling CHT measured values

considerably cooler than the values established by Hylton. Highlighted in the current
model is a significantly cooler trailing edge of the vane compared to Wang and Hylton.
The graph displays this by following the blue data set as the x/l length starts to reach both
-1.2 and 1.2. One contribution of this trend difference is the interpretation discussed
earlier for the micro-cooling channels in this study. Another trend displayed is the higher
temperature affecting the vane head region as the data set peaks at 0 due to the
developing flow profile and thermal boundary layers.
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Figure 36 is a display of the temperature (K) distribution on the top and side view of
the current study. Compared to Wang’s experiment the top view displays a similar

Figure 36: Top and Side View of the Micro- Cooling Configuration

temperature profile with slight variations. The current model vane seems to have a lower
temperature towards the pressure side cooling channels, the middle, and a cooler trialing
edge of the vane. The middle of vane shows an approximated temperature difference of
20 K than Wang’s experiment with the last two cooling channels have a vivid
temperature difference of about 140-150 K (Wang, 2015). Another region to note is the
upper right of the vane head, the current model presentations 650 K compared to 575 K
displayed by Wang, producing a temperature difference of about 125 K in that region
(Wang, 2015). However the temperature contours for both vanes progress along a general
profile, emphasizing the trailing edge of the vane to be an area of concern for the vane.
The side view of the vane shows the difference in model heights and how the temperature
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profile propagates towards the trailing edge of the vane. In the bottom of the trailing edge
of Wang’s model shows the temperature dissipating from a third of the vane height down
while the current model seems to display a constant profile (Wang, 2015). As mentioned
previously the differences are largely due to the interpretation of the coolant inlet
conditions.
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5.1.3. Jet Impingement Configuration Comparison
Next Fig. 37 displays the C.S. baseline case, , the current study micro-cooling case and
the triple impingement configuration for the mean temperature at the vane mid-span. The
mean temperature graph displays the micro-cooling case along with the triple
impingement configuration to be very effective for the cooling of the vane. The current
study displays a cooler region for both the micro-cooling and the triple impingement
configuration at the trailing edge of the vane, but an over predicted and hotter vane head
than that of Wang (Wang, 2015). Overall the triple impingement configuration is seen to
have a lower average temperature distribution than all other cases but specifically
compared to Wang especially highlighted at the trailing edge of the vane (Wang, 2015).
The average temperature between the triple impingement configuration of the current
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Figure 37: Current study CHT measured values for various vane configurations

study and the micro-cooling configuration of Wang shows a 5.5% difference for better
cooling performance.
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Subsequently, Fig.38 is a display of the temperature (K) distribution on the top of all
three configurations. The top can be seen showing the advantages of the micro-cooling
and the triple impingement configurations compared to the baseline current study
configurations. The three configurations can be seen to have significantly different
temperature profile with variations starting with the middle of the vane. The vanes middle

Baseline

Micro-Cooling

Triple Impingement

Figure 38: Top Views Comparing the Temperature distribution of the three configurations produced in
current study

has a temperature difference of 60 K for both the micro-cooling and the triple
impingement configuration compared to the baseline case. Also the last two cooling
channels have a dramatic temperature difference of about 130 K compared to the
baseline. Another region to note in the current studies baseline case is the vane head. The
baseline current model vane head runs around 690 K where the other configurations
displaying a temperature of 650 K so there is a temperature difference of about 40 K in
the region. The trailing edge is a major section to note where the current model rendition
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seems to be fairly constant all the way through the model. Most importantly the
temperature distributions show how the coupled configuration of both the micro-cooling
and a triple jet impingement configuration show a greatly reduced temperature profile
throughout the blade and the trailing edge of the blade, providing the better cooling
configurations.
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5.1.4. Trailing Edge Focus
This particular section will be focusing on just the trailing edge of the turbine vane
utilizing the current studies data and showing the importance and need for a triple
impingement configuration for better cooling. This section will be utilizing a third of the
normalized span data to highlight the trailing edge of the vane highlighted in Fig. 39.
Viewing strictly just the back 1/3rd of the vane, the micro-cooling configuration has a
range of 540K- 615K, starting from the last three micro-cooling holes, which is
significantly cooler than the baseline case ranging from 635K -690K.

The triple

impingement configuration shows a range even cooler than the micro-cooling case with a

Baseline

Micro-Cooling

Triple Impingement

Figure 39: Highlighted Side Views of the back 1/3rd Temperature contours of the three configurations
produced in current study

range from 525K- 595K or 2.8%-3.3% cooler and a 14.7%-18.95% cooler vane than the
original NASA C3X vane. The greatest temperature reduction is seen at the tip of the
trailing edge as seen in Fig. 39. The very tip of the vane has a temperature of 700 K for
the baseline case and the micro-cooling case has a trailing edge tip temperature of 611.76
K. This is a significantly reduced temperature resulting in a 13.5 % cooler than the
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baseline. The triple impingement configuration has a registered temperature of 505.88 K
which produces a 32.20% cooler trailing edge tip than the baseline configuration and a
cooler tip trailing edge region of 18.95 % than the micro-cooling configuration. This is a
significant reduction in temperature at the very tip of the trailing edge which is known for
deterioration, corrosion, and failure of the vane due to the high temperatures acting across
the first stage vane in the turbine. A graphical representation of the back 1/3rd, 2.35
radiuses of the normalized span, orientation seen in appendix fig 32 (b), of the trailing
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Figure 40: Current study Trailing Edge Temperature Data for various vane configurations

edge of the current studies data was plotted in fig. 40 highlighting the varying
temperature distribution across the current studies three configurations. Most importantly
the temperature distributions shows the triple jet impingement configuration greatly
reduced the temperature profile throughout the vane, thus providing the best cooling
configuration out of the three explored.
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5.2.

Heat Transfer of Cooling Channels

This section will be looking at the calculated compared to the measured average heat
transfer coefficient for the individual cooling channels. The calculations were carried out
utilizing Eqs. (14, 18, 20) above.
Figure 41 shows the average heat transfer calculated for Hylton, Wang, and the
current studies CFD baseline case. It can be seen that the heat transfer coefficient of each
cooling channel of the current study has a slight under prediction for the first eight
cooling channels but can be seen to get more drastic as the cooling channels approach the
trailing edge of the vane. This isn’t unexpected due to the fact the heat transfer coefficient
varies in terms of hydraulic diameter of the cooling channel. The hydraulic diameter of
the cooling channels reduces as much as 50.79%-68.57% as they approach the trailing
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Figure 41: Comparison of Heat Transfer Coefficient of Cooling Channels for Baseline data

edge of the vane. With such a high reduction in hydraulic diameter the studies come out
to be slightly different with a range of 3.6-16% different between Hylton, the original
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C3X computed data, and the current studies baseline case CFD. Compared to (Wang’s
computed data the current studies CFD baseline case has a range of 2.7- 29% different
between the calculated cooling channel heat transfer coefficients. A few major
differences are the fully developed flow assumption isn’t applied for the current study.
The different Reynolds numbers of the individual cooling channel flow, which is
reviewed earlier. Finally the assumptions and the uncertainties used when calculating the
HTC using Dittus-Boelter’s Eq. (15) and Eq. (14) utilized by Hylton. This is important
because it highlights the difference in how Hylton and Wang calculated their average
heat transfer coefficients, using Nu, compared to the CFD calculations. This comparison
quantifies how proportional the boundary heat flux and the driving temperature
difference is monitored between the cases.
The average calculated heat transfer coefficient, h, was then determined in the
current studies micro-cooling configuration and triple impingement configuration for
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Figure 42: Comparison of the average HTC Cooling Channels for C.S. Micro-Cooling and Triple Impingement
Configurations
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each cooling channel. Figure 42 shows the differences between the current studies Microcooling configuration and the Triple-Impingement configuration average heat transfer
coefficient for each cooling channel. Figure 42 shows almost no difference between the
cooling channels average heat transfer coefficient, h. The percent difference between the
two cases ranged from 0– 5% for both the average heat transfer coefficients for the
individual cooling channels. The biggest differences are seen at cooling channel 6-8 and
13-17. This is not what is expected for this comparison, the configuration was expected
to show cooling channels 10/11/12, the triple impingement section, to have the highest
difference. In Fig. 42 below, cooling channels 6-8 and 13-17 all show that there is a
variation of heat transfer between the vane and the coolant. This variation of HTC within
the channel affects the bulk temperature, heat flux, velocity, and vane temperature of the
channel. All of the channels outlined above had the highest variations in outlet Mach
number that was described in the methodology section above. The variation in the
channel Mach number affected the overall flow effects in the individual channel. This
produced larger than expected temperature difference and a lower velocity near the
channel walls. The low velocity drives the wall Y+ and the wall shear stress values that
are utilized in the CHT analysis. This can lead to interface matching issues and is a
limiting aspect of CHT, affecting the accuracy of CFD analysis. One particular fix is
optimization of the outlet pressure specification and tuning it for each channel. This type
of optimization controls the flow speed by producing a pressure difference across the
channel. In this particular study it was determined to keep the flow with in the channels
subsonic, M<1. However, in future work this may not be desirable and is something that
needs to be taken into account when setting up the flow of the channels.
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The triple impingment case was then investigated to understand why the HTC of
the triple impingment channels produced a smaller difference than what was expected.
Figure 43 shows the contour of the HTC per cooling channel for the triple impingement

a)

b)

Figure 43: Triple Impingement Channel HTC Contour Plots a) full vane b) highlighted impingement
channels with different contour scale
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configurtion. Figure 43 shows more of what is expected from a triple impingment
configurtaion with almost all the channels showing a constant HTC distributed
throughout the channel. Figure 43 (a) does show that while there are some regions of
high HTC in the triple impingmnet region there are also extreme lows, which are
highlighted in the figure. Further inspection of the region highlighted showed there is a
HTC being measured in that particular area, however it is so small another contour scale
had to be used inorder to display the effects. This is highlighted in Fig. 43 (b) which
shows the different contour in the triling edge region of the triple impingement
configuration. The particular region highlights a spike of the HTC at the entrance of the
jets due to the entrance effects, but no clear stagnation effects that were expected. It can
be seen in Fig. 44 that the low regions of HTC, fig. 43, have the highest temperature

High Temperature
Concentration

Figure 44: Triple Impingement Channel Temperature Contour Plot
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concentrations. This temperature difference and the low HTC within the region warrents
further investigation of the effects of the flow in the configuration.
In conclusion the trends for both average heat transfer coefficients follow the
same general trend producing a 4.65 % better averaged heat transfer coefficient for the
triple-impingement configuration than the micro-cooling configuration. However the
overall percent difference of the average of the heat transfer coefficient was only 1.16%.
This difference warranted an investigation into the primary driver of the triple
impingement configurations poor performance.
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5.2.1. Triple Impingement Performance Investigation
This investigation is going to discuss the reasons of the unexpected HTC results listed
above. Figure 45 is a view of all the cooling channels within the triple impingement
configuration highlighting the velocity entering and exiting the individual channels. The
thing to notice in Fig. 45 is highlighted in the circle region. This region shows high
velocities, 336.63 m/s, exiting the jets. This particular averaged flow is approaching the
choked flow condition, .973 M.

Figure 45: Side View of Vane Showing Cooling Channel Velocity Vectors

Figure 45 suggest that the velocity exiting at the trailing edge ejection jet is very low
compared to the main channel flow. This suggests that the flow is bypassing the triple
impingement channels. This flow behavior is highlighted with the particular recirculation
zone which is highlighted in Fig. 46. Figure 46 (a) is representation of the velocity
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vectors colored by temperature displayed in the triple configuration. While Figure 46 (b)
is a focused view of the velocity vectors being displayed between the 1st and 2nd triple
impingement channel. Figure 46 (a) and (b) confirms that the flow is acting as suggested
in Fig. 45. Figures 46 (a) and (b) also suggest two effects: one that a restriction on the
microchannel flow needs to be explored and two simply employing the triple
impingement configuration onto a given channel does not work. The flow restriction

b)

a)

Figure 46: Temperature Vectors of Triple Impingement a) full configuration b) highlighted vectors between 1st and
2nd triple impingement channel
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should produce the desired effect of forcing more flow out the trailing edge
The recirculation zone could be caused by a number of issues within the system. One
issue may arise from the assumption of Reynolds number match discussed above in the
Micro-Cooling Case specifics section. Setting the boundary conditions within the CFD
solver has the ability to restrict the model and produce undesirable effects.
Another main issue of a recirculation zone seen in fig. 47 is the flow in the jets triple
impingement channels. The flow is leaving extremely slow or skipping the jet
completely. This shows that implementing the triple impingement is a balance of
momentum and a flow network problem. This flow is represented in Fig. 47. Figure 47 is

Figure 47: Section view of Triple Impingement Jet velocity Magnitude (Highlighted Trailing Edge Ejection)

a section view displaying the jets velocity magnitude of the triple impingement
configuration. The two major areas to view are the magnitude between the 1st and
2nd triple impingement channel and the flow ejection at the trailing edge. The flow
between the 1st and 2nd triple impingement channel shows almost no movement. While
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the trailing edge ejection boxed in the fig.47, has a higher velocity towards the top of the
jet and a very low or no flow ejection towards the bottom. In summary flow take the
easiest path of resistance: meaning the bulk of the flow will go through the smooth micro
channels, and only a little flow trickles out of the triple impingement.
The trailing edge ejection jets mentioned above highlights that there is flow entering
the jets at the ejection region. This is seen in Fig. 46 with the temperature difference
shown at the ejection region. This higher temperature is due to hot air being driven into
the trailing edge jets, which is a result the sum of low mass flow rate ,0.0033 kg/s leaving

Figure 48: Triple Impingement Ejection Jet with recirculation zone

at the interface and a change in temperature of 420 K. Figure 48 show the velocity
vectors acting at one ejection jet. The reason the hot air is entering the jets is made by the
recirculation zone right at the trailing edge of the vane, marked by the star in fig. 48. The
zone sits towards the bottom of the ejection jet forcing the hot flow into the jet creating
the undesired effects of cavities. These recirculation zones act like a pressure balance
within the system and slow the flow and by adding extra mass flow into the triple
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impingement system. This untimely affects the momentum, velocity, and Mach numbers
experienced within in the channels.
To alleviate this particular problem implementing a higher backpressure, larger
pressure difference, to the cooling channel outlets was implemented. The effects of this

Figure 49: Section view of Triple Impingement Jet velocity Magnitude with larger pressure difference (Highlighted
Trailing Edge Ejection)

implementation are seen in Fig. 49.
Figure 49 shows some distinct differences than what is displayed in fig. 49 above. One
is the cooling channel magnitude has been slowed considerably and the effects of the jets
are seen developing in the third cooling channel. The next major difference seen in Fig.
49 compared to Fig. 47 is the jets at the trailing edge. The boxed region displays a faster
profile with less back flow entering the ejection jets and distinct jet flow separation.
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A few other key flow features to point out can be seen in Fig. 50 which shows the
temperature vectors acting within the system. Looking at the vectors between the 1st and
2nd impingement channels there still seems to be a recirculation zone that has formed.

Figure 50: Temperature Vectors of Triple Impingement full configuration with larger pressure difference

However the overall temperature of the system seems to be hotter, which is shown by the
ejection region profile and also the temperatures displayed in the cooling channels. This
temperature difference is important because from Newton’s Law of cooling a larger
amount of heat transfer has the ability to produce larger temperature differences in a
system. The higher backpressure of the coolant channels creates a higher pressure
difference in the system. This pressure difference acts as a driving force and effectively
forces the flow out of the ejection jets into the domain flow. However, even with an
increase backpressure the impingement region still needs refinement. The investigation
concludes; implementing a triple impingement configuration at the same boundary
conditions, outlined above, isn’t enough for an improved configuration. Additional work
has to be implemented to further the validation of the triple impingement performance.
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5.3.

Cooling Performance

This section will be looking at several cooling parameters to further explore the
performance of the triple impingement case. The cooling performance of the vane
highlights differences between the minimum and maximum thermal gradient, total
coolant flow rates, and finally the channel inlet surface areas. Table 5 shows the thermal
gradient, the sum of channel inlet surface areas and coolant mass flow rate differences
based on the three cooling configurations being explored in this paper.
Table 5: Calculated Cooling Performance Parameters

Cooling Performance Parameters
Min
Configuration

Max

Total coolant
mass flow rate

of solid

Baseline

37.91

69305

0.1702

Micro-Cooling

99.08

87456

0.3258

Jet Impingement

45.40

140025

0.3227

Sum of Channel
Inlet Surface
Areas (m2)
0.002304
0.002324
0.002324

The magnitude of both the minimum and maximum temperature gradient of the solid
vane is displayed in the table 5 above and this is important because the temperature
gradient is an indication of the varying thermal stresses affecting the vane. The indication
of the stress is seen by having a higher temperature difference occurring within the vane,
so a higher temperature gradient would produce a higher stress within the solid. The
temperature gradient correlates to the thermal stress induced which can be seen in the
following equation:
=

→

=

( )

(20)
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Where σ, is the stress induced by temperature expansion, E is the Young’s Modulus, ε is
the strain. For the second equation α, is the temperature expansion coefficient and dt is
the temperature difference. This correlation has the ability to display critical stress points
that related to the major differences in the thermal gradient. Table 5 above indicates that
the triple impingement case has the highest thermal gradient, 140025, which is a 67.5 %
increase from the current study baseline case maximum thermal gradient of 69305,
however it had only a minimum of was 45.50 which resulted in a 17.98% increase for the
vane compared to the minimum temperature gradient for the baseline case which was
measured at 37.91 .This big difference depends on the location of the max temperature
gradient within the solid. The temperature gradient could vary closer to the vane head in
the triple impingement configuration but not necessarily in the trailing edge of the vane.
The next step would to run Star-ccm+’s FE volume solid stress solver (CD-adapco, 2014)
to better predict the thermal stresses acting within the vane and is an extension of the
current study.
The sum of the total surface area for each channel inlet was then calculated. This was
done to show the difference between the baseline case and the micro-cooling
configuration. This is important because greater difference in the surface area correlates
to a reduced amount of metal in the vane. This can be good, due to a weight perspective,
but also detrimental to the vane due to the increased stresses acting within the vane as
described in the paragraph above and summarized by Wang. It can be seen that both the
impingement case and the micro cooling case show zero difference between the two
configurations. This is expected because the same scheme of cooling channel inlets was
implemented across the two designs. The slight difference is between the baseline and the
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micro-cooling case. As see in Table 5 there is a 9.35% difference between the cooling
channels total inlet surface areas. This correlates to a 9.35% reduction in total metal
within the vane configuration. This makes the vane lighter in overall weight, however as
discussed above there are higher thermal stress concentrations within the micro and
impingement cases. With less material and higher stress concentrations this has potential
to cause more failure within the vane structure or lower cycle life. A better indication of
how the metal would behave is running the Star-ccm+’s FE volume solid stress solver as
described above.
Next the total coolant mass flow rate of all the cooling channels is the summation of
the mass flow rate at the outlets of each cooling channel. Table 5 highlights that both the
micro-cooling configuration and the triple impingement configuration have almost two
times as much coolant used than the Current Study (C.S.) baseline configuration. This is
due to the fact that both the current studies micro-cooling configuration and triple
impingement configuration have nine extra cooling channels within the configuration that
are being taken into consideration. These nine extra cooling channels produce an increase
of 62.72% difference in the amount of coolant between the C.S. baseline configuration
versus the C.S. micro-cooling configuration. For the triple impingement and increase of
only 61.86 % in coolant is needed compared to the C.S. baseline configuration. While it
shows a 0.96 % reduction of the amount of cooling required compared to the C.S. microcooling configuration. Considering that both the C.S. micro-cooling configuration and
triple impingement configurations have twice as many cooling channels as the C.S.
baseline configuration and there is a 62% increase in the amount of coolant needed for
the vane, the 1% reduction needed by the triple impingement compared to the micro-
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cooling configuration However utilizing more coolant mass flow rate this particular
parameter isn’t a fair comparison to defiantly say the triple impingement configuration is
better.

In order to produce a better performance comparison the mass flow rate for all

three configurations needs to be constant. This particular correction should be taken into
consideration for future studies. There are still many ways, that need explored, to help
mitigate the extreme jump in the amount of coolant.
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5.3.1. Cooling Effectiveness
A brief study of the cooling effectiveness between the three configurations of the
current study was also documented. This study took into account the whole vane cooling
effectiveness and just the Trailing edge, 2.52 radiuses of the normalized span, cooling
effectiveness.
The specifics can be seen in table 6, which display both cooling effectiveness, φ,
shown by Eq. (4) above. Both cooling effectiveness were used for a comparison to see if
the triple impingement further improves the performance of the vane with minimal losses
to the turbine section as a whole. In order to calculate the cooling effectiveness several
assumptions about the temperatures had to be made. The coolant temperature, Tcin, was
taken to be an average between all the cooling channels inlet temperatures within the
configuration to obtain a general effectiveness of the coolant as a whole. The metal
temperature was taken as an average temperature of the solid. Finally the temperature of
the gas, Tg, was assumed to be the temperature of the fluid domain.
Table 6 shows that there is a major impact, from the baseline case, on the whole vane
cooling

effectiveness

and

is

shown by the triple impingement
performance.

The

percent

Table 6: Calculated Cooling Effectiveness

Cooling Effectiveness

Configuration

different between the current
studies baseline case for the
whole vane cooling effectiveness

Baseline
Micro-Cooling
Jet Impingement

Whole
Vane

Trailing
Edge

φ

φ

0.5296
0.7365
0.7534

0.5906
0.7672

compared to the triple impingement case is 34.8%. This is a 34.8% increase

0.8176
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in the effectiveness of the cooling or how well the cooling circuit is performing. However
table 6 also highlights only a 2.25% better cooling effectiveness between the Microcooling case and the triple- impingement. This is an unexpected difference between the
cases because the literature suggests a significant improvement with a triple-impingement
configuration implemented.
The unexpected difference displayed the importance to measure the trailing edge, back
1/3rd, cooling effectiveness. This trailing edge cooling effectiveness was calculated the
same way but only taking into account the triple-impingement channels temperatures.
The channels specific
to

this

study

are

highlighted in Fig. 51
and

can

be

seen

highlighting the trailing
edge of the three vane
models. In table 6 it

a)

b)

c)

Figure 51: Trailing Edge Vane channel location view a) baseline b) Micro-cooling
configuration and c) Triple- impingement configuration

can be seen that triple
impingement configuration produces the highest cooling effectiveness in the trialing
edge. Compared to the C.S. baseline case it shows a 32.2% improvement, while the
Micro-cooling case shows a 26.01 % better cooling effectiveness. Both show a significant
cooling effectiveness just on implementation alone. However table 6 also highlights only
a 6.34 % difference between the C.S. micro-cooling configuration and triple impingement
configuration. This difference led greater investigation into the primary driver of the
triple impingement configurations poor performance within the trailing edge.
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6. Conclusion
The current studies primary focus was to implement and establish experimental
cooling configuration and perform a conjugate heat transfer analysis in a turbine vane to
increase the efficiency of the turbine stage. The increased efficiency across the turbine
vane directly relates to a boost in overall efficiency the compressor section sees and
ultimate leads to mitigation of compressor performance inefficacies, directly affecting the
shaft power output.
In order to achieve increased efficiency for the turbine over the years the industry has
implemented numerous cooling techniques. This particular study focused on the concept
of an optimized micro-cooling configuration produced by Wang and triple jet
impingement concept to optimize the trailing edge of the turbine vane making it cooler
(Wang, 2015). This new configuration was utilizing both configurations for overall better
heat transfer characteristics demonstrating that a simplistic cooling configuration is
beneficial for implantation in turbine vane cooling.
The current study matched the flow characteristics of Hylton and then extended and
displayed the triple impingement configuration has the best temperature characteristics
out of all three blade configurations. This was especially highlighted in the trailing edge
of the vane by the temperature distributions recorded by the current study. The current
study showed the micro-cooling configuration has a range of 540K- 615K, starting from
the last three micro-cooling holes, significantly cooler than the baseline case ranging
from 635K -700K. The triple impingement configuration displayed a range even cooler
than the micro-cooling case with a range from 525K- 595K.

Taking the average

temperature distribution between all three current models the micro-cooling case average
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was 16.6 % cooler than the baseline case where the triple impingement configuration was
18.8 % different, cooler, than the baseline. The triple impingement configuration has the
capability to reduce the core temperature of a turbine vane up to 18.8 K. This is a slight
increase of 2.2% different that the optimized micro-cooling case presented by Wang
(Wang, 2015). However the possible 18.8 K that could be obtained is significant boost of
turbine efficiency.
In conclusion the triple impingent configuration can produced an average turbine
vane temperature of 18.8 % cooler than the predicted values of Hylton but still doesn’t
produce a significant total pressure drop across the vane. For a significant reduction in
cooling of the turbine vane it would make a huge impact if implemented across a single
stage. A desirable total pressure drop would still need to be improved for the best
enhancement of overall turbine performance. Finally considering the results show an
improvement of 2.2% cooler turbine vane compared to Wang’s micro-cooling concept,
the cost implications for one stage, 100-250 vanes, has the likely hood to produce a
tremendous cost savings within an industry utilizing this type of cooling configuration for
turbine application. Further work still needs to be conducted to confirm that a combined
triple impingement produces better heat transfer properties.
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7. Recommendations
Future work should focus on the involvement of the current study implementing
various turbulence enhancements for the developing thermal boundary layer and
transitional flow within the fluid domain. Stress concentrations applied by the rotating
components and the system as a whole showing a more in-depth study of the integrity of
the vane structure. Also the applied Finite Element Solver for Solids within CFD to see
the true stress concentration locations and predicted effects the cooling channels could
have on the integrity of the vane. Variations of the optimized micro-cooling and triple
impingement configurations, hole geometries like the study by Bhon, and hole
specifications (Bhon, 2003). As well as further cost and overall turbine performance
capabilities of a system implementing the various cool configurations should be taken
into account. Further room for development also lies in the varying effects of the tripleimpingement configuration integrated with other aspects of cooling technologies to see if
the performance of the vane could be increased further than it provides to do. Finally,
developing an in house model and rig to experimentally determine the effects of the dual
combination

could

be

implemented

for

further

validation.
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APPENDICES
A. C3X Vane Coordinate
This appendix is a Figure showing the C3X Vane coordinates obtained from
Hylton’s experiment produced at NASA (Hylton, 1983).

Figure A.1.: C3X vane coordinates used to produced vane geometry
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B. Flow Field Contours
This appendix is divided by the different flow fields for the three current study
configurations: Baseline, micro-cooling, triple impingement and will display a mean
Mach, mean pressure, a mean velocity magnitude contour and then finally, cascade views
of the counter plots.

1. Current Study Baseline Configuration Flow Contours:
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1.1.1.
Current Study Baseline Configuration Cascade
Flow Contours:

Pressure

Mach
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Velocity Magnitude Cascade
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1.2. Current Study Micro-Cooling Configuration Flow Contour
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1.2.1.
Current Study Micro-Cooling Configuration
Cascade Flow Contours:
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Pressure Cascade

Mach Cascade
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1.3. Current Study Triple-Impingement Configuration Flow
Contours:
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1.3.1.
Current Study Triple-Impingement
Configuration Cascade Flow Contours:
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